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Indeed, all praise is due to All�h, we praise Him, we seek His aid, and we ask for His forgiveness. 

We seek refuge in All�h from the evil of our actions and from the evil consequences of our 

actions. Whomever All�h guides, there is none to misguide and whoever All�h misguides there is 

none to guide. I bear witness that there is no god worthy of worship except All�h and I bear 

witness that Muhammad is the servant and Messenger of All�h. To proceed: 

 

The reader will find within this treatise, an exposition regarding an individual who has graced the 

city of Nottingham with his presence in recent years. His notions have caused many to be 

confused on matters that are in reality lucid, as the truth is apparent, however the individual has 

managed to weave an elaborate web of deceit. The individual alluded to is none other than: Abu 

Ja’far al-Hanbali [aka Hasan ibn Umar, aka “Shaykh” Hasan].  

  

  

FFIIRRSSTT--RROOUUNNDD  KKNNOOCCKKOOUUTT!!  WWHHOO  IISS  TTHHEE  MMYYSSTTEERRIIOOUUSS  AABBUU  

JJAA’’FFAARR  AALL--HHAANNBBAALLII??  HHIISS  ‘‘IIJJ��ZZAAHH’’  FFRROOMM  AABB��  HHAAMMZZAA  AALL--

MMIISSRR��!!!!??  AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  AATT--TTAAKKFF��RR��??!!  TTAADDLLEEEESS  UUTT--TTAASSWWIIYYAAHH

�����������������������������������������������������������

    
He is Abu Ja’far Hasan ibn ’Umar “al-Hanbali” an-N�b� al-Misr� al-Amr�k�. Born in 1974 in 

America, California as he claims,1 and of Nubian-Egyptian origin he now currently resides in the 

city of Nottingham (UK) where has been for the last ten years or so. In an article by James Smith 

entitled ‘I Escaped Gangster Lifestyle, Now I Help City Kids’ on 21 April 2007, in the Nottingham 

Evening Post, Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali states that he studied at the University of Oregan [in the mid 

1990s] and arrived in London in 1999 in order to “study theology”, indeed, we will assess later 

just what type of “theology” Abu Ja’far studied while in London. In Nottingham, Hasan an-N�b� 

al-Misr� al-Amr�k� began to teach the young Muslims of Nottingham at the Bobbersmill Community 

Centre from around 2002. The biography of Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali, as taken from the website site 

of the Lote Tree Institute in 2008, reads as follows: 

Abu Ja’far Al-Hanbali has been studying Islam intensively since 1990 and has 

studied with students of the late Im�m ’Abdullah ibn Muhammad al-Khalifi and 

�
1 More on this to be mentioned later when we discuss Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s fake “Gangsta” past 

fairytales!�
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also studied with Shaikh Muhammad ibn al-Hasan ash-Shanqiti and others. Allah 

has also given him the blessings of coming into contact with Shaikh Muhammad 

Fu’ad al-Barrazzi, Shaikh Muhammad Jawwad and some others. Texts the brother 

has studied include Bayan us-Sunnah by Imam Abu Ja`far at-Tahawi and its’ 

commentaries; Lum`at ul-I`tiqad by Imam Muwaffaq ud-Din ibn Qudamah; ad-

Durar as-Sanniyyah by Imam Zayni Dahlan and answers against it; Irshad ul-

Mustarshid il al-Muqaddam fi Madhhabi Ahmad ibn Hanbal by Imam `Abdullah 

ibn Muhammad al-Khalifi and also other texts. Currently he is memorising al-

’Uddah Sharh ul-’Umdah and hopes to become a faqih upon completion after 

recitation and review with a shaikh. He teaches privately and at masjids in 

Nottingham and other cities. 

Masha’All�h, a very impressive array of scholarship it would appear, yet wait a minute...vital 

aspects seem to be missing from his petite resume. Indeed, Hasan ibn ’Umar an-N�b� al-Misr� al-

Amr�k� [the infamous “Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali”] was a student and mentee of none other than the 

notorious Takf�r� from Finsbury Park Mosque: Ab� Hamza Mustaf� ibn Kam�l bin Mustaf� 

al-Misr�! This was the “theology” which he travelled over from the US to study in London! 

Indeed, not only was Hasan ibn ’Umar an-N�b� al-Amr�k� a student of Ab� Hamza al-Misr�, 

Hasan ibn ’Umar also received an “ij�zah” (!?) from his teacher and mentor Ab� Hamza al-Misr�, 

more on this will be mentioned later. Now this is really disturbing, all the more so when we find 

that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has the audacity to accuse Salaf�s of being Khaw�rij?! It does not end 

here, for Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali [Hasan bin ’Umar an-N�b� al-Misr�] not only “edited” some of his 

teacher Ab� Hamza al-Misr�’s “books” such as All�h’s Governance on the Earth (where in the intro 

Ab� Hamza states that he gives “Ibn ’Umar” – which is Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali, an “ij�zah”) and 

The Khawarij and Jihad, but can also be witnessed on some videos from the late 1990s sitting next 

to his teacher Ab� Hamza al-Misr� and assisting him. Abu Ja’far Hasan ibn ’Umar al-Misr� 

featured with his teacher Ab� Hamza al-Misr� in the lecture entitled Beware of Takfeer, the video 

has been removed from Youtube however and we have not been able to access it. However, some 

brothers, may All�h increase them in goodness them, managed to save a sample of Abu Ja’far 

Hasan ibn ’Umar al-Hanbali’s talk with his teacher Ab� Hamza.2 

 

 

�
2 See here: 

http://www.takfiris.com/takfir/articles/esjal-abu-zubair-saleem-beg-promotes-and-defends-the-

books-responsible-for-the-revival-of-sayyid-qutbs-jihad-and-takfir-in-21st-century-britain.cfm�
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While here is a still from the famous video of Ab� Hamza al-Misr� Beware of Takfeer [video has 

since be removed from the Web]: 

 

 
In Finsbury Park Mosque [in North London] Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali is sitting to the right of his 

“Shaykh in ij�zah” (!!) Ab� Hamza al-Misr� (who is sitting in the middle)! 

 

Here is another still we managed to obtain, though slightly blurred, from the same talk, showing 

Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali: 
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Ab� Hamza al-Misr� mentions in page 6 of his book All�h’s Governance on the Earth: 

Finally, in his effort, presentation and hard work on this research, I am pleased to 

present brother Ibn ’Umar with an ij�za (permission). With this he may also 

integrate, add to or put other information together when teaching it to others. He 

may also give ij�za to those who he thinks are worthy and coherent of the subject 

matter.3 

The “traditional ij�zah system” right in action! What was the nature of this ‘ij�zah’ from Ab� 

Hamza al-Misr�? Ab� Hamza himself did not study with any scholars or at any institution, so 

what on earth is the value of an ‘ij�zah’ from such an individual?! Is this the ‘traditional Islam’ 

that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali cherishs so much with the ‘traditional Islam’ movement’s ij�zah 

games? Moreover, Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali informed some of the trustworthy Muslims in 

Nottingham that he studied with students of the blind Egyptian Shaykh, ’Umar ’AbdurRahm�n. 

So why is Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali denying the reality of his past and why is he lying about his 

academic background? Why not admit to his association with, and studentship under, Ab� 

Hamza al-Misr�. This is a type of Tadlees ut-Taswiyah, especially given the fact that Abu Ja’far has 

obtained a publically declared “ij�zah” (!?) from his “Shaykh”.4 So why the omission from his 

biographies of his first and original mentor and “Shaykh in ij�zah” (!?) Ab� Hamza al-Misr�? 

One thing is for sure, Abu Ja’far’s links to these elements hardly makes him any kind of 

“authority” on the Hanbali Madhhab. This former link with Ab� Hamza al-Misr� possibly 

explains Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s utter frustration with, and fanatical hatred of, the Salaf� da’wah 

and its scholars. For Ab� Hamza al-Misr� was well-known for his denigration of Im�m Bin B�z 

which is a feature which Abu Ja’far Hasan al-Hanbali has evidently retained in his discourses 

about Salaf�yyah.  

      In 1999, after the death of Im�m Bin B�z (rahimahull�h) the ruined Ab� Hamza al-Misr�, Abu 

Ja’far al-Hanbali’s “Shaykh in ij�zah” (!?) wrote an article on his ‘Supporters of Shariah’ website 

�
3 http://www.islamicthinkers.com/index/files/books/aqeedah/Allahs%20Governance%20on%20Earth.pdf  
4 Tadlees ut-Taswiyah – this is the most serious type as it is when a narrator purposefully leaves out 

and drops someone in his chain of transmission because he is weak and it will weaken his narrations. 

So for example, a Shaykh who is thiqah heard from one who was weak who heard from one who is 

thiqah, yet the weak one is left out of the chain in order to make it seem as if the two thiq�t heard 

directly from each other without anyone in the middle. 

�
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entitled ‘The Death of an Evil Scholar’ wherein he poured scorn on Im�m Bin B�z, may All�h have 

mercy on him. As a result, Ab� Ja’far’s frustration with the Salaf� da’wah owes much to this 

phase of his history and there is no doubt that the crazed and fanatical enmity which he 

developed against Salaf�yyah while with the Takf�r�s has continued over to his current Madhhab�-

Ash’ar� phase. It is therefore no skin of Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s nose to then defame scholars 

who spent their lives in seeking knowledge. The link with his former teacher and mentor Ab� 

Hamza al-Misr� is a factor which Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has tried to neatly sweep under the carpet. 

Why the denial and the covering up of one’s real history? Why hide all of this from the people O 

Abu Ja’far!? There are two possible reasons for Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s crazed and fanatical 

enmity against Salaf�yyah, we have identified:  

� The wrath that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has towards Im�m Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b 

and Salaf�yyah can also be understood in light of his past links to his teacher and 

“Shaykh in ij�zah” (!?) Ab� Hamza al-Misr�. Instead of Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali coming 

out in the open to admit about his former teachers [Ab� Hamza al-Misr� etc] he rather 

denies all of this and lays the blame squarely at the feet of Im�m Muhammad ibn 

’AbdulWahh�b and Salaf�yyah as if it was responsible for leading him to follow the likes 

of his former teacher and mentor Ab� Hamza al-Misr� et al. who were never ever 

qualified themselves to delve into the writings of Im�m Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b 

and the scholars of the past. This possibly explains Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s crazed and 

fanatical hatred of Salaf�yyah, what Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali studied for all that time while 

he was with his teacher Ab� Hamza al-Misr� and the Takf�r�s was not Salaf�yyah to begin 

with – yet Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali thought that it was, hence his current phase of speaking 

out against it with such spite and vindictiveness. However, within Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s 

discourse this is why we find such a plethora of historical, factual, creedal and academic 

errors which necessitate that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali seriously reviews his writings and 

research.  

� He has merely carried over his hatred of Salaf�yyah into his current ‘traditional Islam’ 

phase. So while during his Takf�r�/Qutb� phase he detested Salaf�yyah for opposing that 

method, he now opposes Salaf�yyah on the grounds of the ‘traditional Islam’ method. 

This is why Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has retained elements from what he studied from his 

mentor and “Shaykh in ij�zah” (!?) Ab� Hamza al-Misr� such as issues related to 

‘All�h’s Governance on the Earth’5 and selective respect for Shaykhs Muhammad ibn 

�
5 Compare this more recent paper by Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali: 

http://www.htspub.com/1430issue1.pdf  
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Ibr�heem, Ahmad Sh�kir, Ibn Jibreen and Muhammad Ameen ash-Shinq�t�. Abu Ja’far 

al-Hanbali also has his own article discussing ‘governance’ and it is evident that he has 

merely updated parts of the book he edited for his teacher and mentor Ab� Hamza al-

Misr� and compiled a newer article.6 This convenient ‘handing over’ of enmity is 

interesting and tells us a lot about Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali. Instead of having the 

impartiality to look at the evidences he rather wants to bulldoze ahead with his own 

prejudices and preconceived notions, and this is an inadequate approach for one who 

claims to champion ‘scholarship’, yet we see this regularly from N�h Keller, GF Haddad, 

Abdullah bin Hamid Ali, Dr Abul-Hasan, Abu Layth, Faqir and others who share the so-

called ‘traditional Islam’ approach. Furthermore, in order to gain a platform from the 

Braeliwis, Sufis, Madhhab�s and the ‘traditional Islam’ movement, Abu Ja’far demonises 

the Salaf�s and their scholars, while covering up the fact that he was with the Khawarij 

himself, and that his Shaykhs were Takf�r�s and Qutb�s. As Abu Ja’far cannot get a 

platform from Ahl us-Sunnah, and as he has already burned his bridges, though 

retraction and repentence is always open, he jumps on the bandwagon to condemn 

Salaf�s with gross injustice, distortion, deception, misinformation and even blatant lies as 

we shall see. So for example we will see that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali accuse Salaf�s of 

murder and violence, yet he himself praises those who have not only condoned such 

violence and political extremism but have also praised the figureheads – not exactly 

comfortable news for those Sufis and Braelwis who give Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali a 

platform! 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

�
To the original edit of his for Ab� Hamza al-Misr�: 

http://www.islamicthinkers.com/index/files/books/aqeedah/Allahs%20Governance%20on%20Earth

.pdf  

Some of the footnotes are more or less exactly the same! Except that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has made 

the footnotes more palatable to a “traditional Islam” audience!�
6 See Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s article here: http://www.htspub.com/1430issue1.pdf  
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DDIIYY  ‘‘TTRRAADDIITTIIOONNAALL  IISSLLAAMM’’  IINN  AACCTTIIOONN??!!  AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  AALL--

HHAANNBBAALLII  AANNDD  TTHHEE  ‘‘CCOONNTTEEMMPPOORRAARRYY  SSCCHHOOLLAARRSS’’  ––  AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  

GGEETTSS  CCAAUUGGHHTT  RREEDD--HHAANNDDEEDD!!  
Here is a look at a recent list of the contemporary scholars whom Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali holds to 

be “...Orthodox, in the sense that their creed, understanding of the foundations of fiqh 

was correct”, here we go: 
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What confusion!? This is probably the clearest proof of how this fraudster is merely making up 

things as he goes along. Adding and “removing” whoever he wishes when it tickles his fancy!  

Let’s take a look at some of the scholars from his list whom we have highlighted: 

 

MMUUHHAAMMMMAADD  IIBBNN  IIBBRR��HHEEEEMM  ��LLII  SSHHAAYYKKHH  

The former Mufti of Saudi Arabia before Im�m Bin B�z, may All�h have mercy on them all. 

Shaykh Muhammad ibn Ibr�heem was also a descendent of Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b and 

from the same family. The inclusion of Shaykh Muhammad ibn Ibr�heem in Abu Ja’far’s list of 

scholars is a clear proof of what we alluded to earlier in Abu Ja’far’s retainment of what he learnt 

from his teacher, mentor and “Shaykh in ij�zah” (!?) Ab� Hamza al-Misr� et al. The Takfiris, 

especially those who have been based in London, have tried to make out as if Muhammad ibn 

Ibr�heem agreed with them in their views. The reality however remains, which is that never at 

any time, or in any of his writings, did Shaykh Muhammad ibn Ibr�heem make takfeer of Saudi 

Arabia as they do! He regarded Saudi Arabia as a place of tawheed which rules by what All�h has 

revealed, but never at any instance did he deem Saudi Arabia as an abode of kufr and shirk, ruled 

over by Tawagheet. Abu Ja’far has also included in the list individuals who totally opposed 

Muhammad ibn Ibr�heem in creed!? Muhammad ibn Ibr�heem totally acknowledged the 

leadership in knowledge of his forefather Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b and thus explained the 

main works and books of Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b and based his creed on such works, 

like Kit�b ut-Tawheed, Us�l uth-Thal�thah, Qaw�’id ul-Arba’, Kashf ush-Shubuh�t etc.   

  

IIBBNN  JJIIBBRREEEENN  

The inclusion of Ibn Jibreen (rahimahullah) to Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s list is another indication of 

what we mentioned above about in Abu Ja’far’s retainment of what he learnt from his teacher, 

mentor and “Shaykh in ij�zah” (!?) Ab� Hamza al-Misr� et al. The Takf�r�s have liked to claim 

that Ibn Jibreen was in agreement with them regarding a plethora of issues. Ibn Jibreen was 

duped by the London-based Saudi dissident Muhammad al-Mas’ar� and his CDLR and as a result 

Ibn Jibreen generally praised Sayyid Qutb, Hasan al-Bann� and some politicos – something 

which Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has conveniently sweeped under the carpet!  

      In any case, Ibn Jibreen, may All�h have mercy on him, was not with the Takfirist-Qutbist 

approach in regards to their notion of “All�h’s Rule on the Earth”! Shaykh Ibn Jibreen stated in 

his Sharh of Lum’at ul-I’tiq�d, no.7 (Riyadh: Tasjeel�t ut-Taqw�) regards to many of the rulers 

today: 
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It is known that al-kufr al-bawah (manifest, clear kufr) is an open, outward matter, 

such as when he abolishes the teachings of Isl�m, or we see him for example, 

destroying mosques, or he fights the people of the mosques (i.e. those who 

frequent them), or he abolishes the [Sharee'ah] law courts, or he abolishes the 

religious lessons, for example, or we see him burning the copies of the Qur'�n, or 

that he orders for them to be burnt, and he promotes, assists the books of 

misguidance, the books of the Christians, and whatever resembles them, and he 

spreads them and makes reading them to be binding, or we see him erecting those 

things that are worshipped besides All�h, such as idols and the likes. 

This is considered manifest, clear kufr. 

As for the [types of] matters in which ijtih�d can enter into, then we alluded to one 

of these types last night. And this is what the majority of the rulers (wull�t) are 

upon, from that which is called "judgement by the secular laws" (hukman bil-

qaw�neen), such as these laws, overwhelmingly, the affair pertaining to them is 

that they consider benefit (maslahah) in them, but they did not abolish the 

legislation (shar') with a complete abolition, such that they do not judge with 

anything from it at all. 

Since All�h said, "And whoever does not judge by what All�h has revealed they are 

the disbelievers" (al-M�'idah 5:44), so the likes of these, when they have this angle 

of approach, then we do not speak of their kufr, but we consider them to be in 

error, in this ijtih�d which involves changing something from the legislation, even 

if it was by the path of ijtih�d. So for example, their permitting of zin� [i.e. in 

action, not as a matter of belief], when it is with the consent of both parties, and 

like their abandonment, or the abolition of the hudood, the punishment for 

stealing, or the punishment for false slander, or the punishment for drinking 

alcohol, or permitting alcohol [i.e. in action, not as a matter of belief], and 

announcing the selling of alcohol, and whatever resembles that. 

There is no doubt, that this is a great sin, however there could be, for example, 

excuses for them, those in which they consider themselves to be justified (i.e. 

excused in that). So for example, they excuse themselves from this by saying that in 

their land they have those people who are not Muslim, and that being severe upon 

them will make them flee. So when they have an angle of approach, then All�h will 

reckon them, but, in any case, there is no doubt that if we judged by the shar' 
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(legislation), and implemented its teachings, there would be sufficiency in this and 

much good.7 

   

Furthermore, it is highly relevant to note that Ibn Jibreen also affirmed the leadership in 

knowledge of Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b and thus explained the main works and books of 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b and based his creed on these books! Such as Kit�b ut-Tawheed, 

Us�l uth-Thal�thah and Qaw�’id ul-Arba’.   

 

’’UUMMAARR  IIBBNN  ’’AABBDDUURRRRAAHHMM��NN  

A leader of the Egyptian Jama’�h al-Isl�miyyah with also close ties to the Egyptian group Islamic 

Jihad. The blind Egyptian Shaykh who has been implicated in the 1993 World Trade Centre 

attacks and prior to that was known for praising the Iranian Khomeini Rafidah Revolution of 

1979. In a famous and vile khutbah he accused Saudi Arabia of conspiring to destroy Islam and 

giving complete religious allegiance to Jews and Christians. In the khutbah he accused Saudi 

Arabia of “fearing the believers” and as a result it seeks aid from Jews and Christians. 

 

’’AABBDDUULLLL��HH  BBIINN  BBAAYYYYAAHH  

The recent inclusion of the Mauritanian Us�l� ’Abdull�h bin Bayyah to Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s 

list demonstrates Abu Ja’far’s fluctuation when it comes to who the scholars actually are, and 

there is no doubt that Abu Ja’far has only added him in his emulation of Hamza Yusuf Hanson. 

Bin Bayyah, regarded as an authority in Usul ul-Fiqh, would also be incensed by some of the 

things that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has authored about Saudi Arabia in the name of “traditional 

Islam”. 

 

HHAAMM��DD  BBIINN  ’’UUQQLL��’’  AASSHH--SSHHUU’’AAYYBB��

�����������������������������������������������������������

  

Now this really indicates Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s confusion, Ham�d bin ’Uql�’ ash-Shu’ayb� was, 

like Ibn Jibreen, not only well known to affirm the leadership in knowledge of Muhammad ibn 

’AbdulWahh�b and believe in All�h’s ’Uluww over His Throne, and to have praised Sayyid Qutb, 

but Ham�d bin ’Uql�’ ash-Shu’ayb� also viewed himself as one who was influenced by him and 

traversed his method. Ham�d bin ’Uql�’ ash-Shu’ayb� stated about Sayyid Qutb, who Abu Ja’far 

al-Hanbali now distances himself from and oppressively now tries to link to Salaf�yyah: 

�
7 Translation from: http://www.themadkhalis.com/md/articles/umssw-shaykh-ibn-jibreen-on-what-

is-manifest-clear-kufr-and-ruling-with-the-secular--laws.cfm 

Also see:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJEAO8L0QZw��
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We do not claim that Sayyid – rahimahullah – is free of mistakes, surely he has 

mistakes whose details have no place in this document. They do not affect his 

preaching nor his curriculum, similarly to how other scholars have committed 

mistakes which haven’t discredited their ranks, like for example: Ibn Hajar, an-

Naw�wee, Ibn al-Jawzee and Ibn Hazm. The latter have made some errors in 

`aqeedah but which haven’t stopped the children and scholars of the Ummah from 

benefiting from them or from refuting their truthfulness and denying their virtues, 

indeed they are Imams except with what they have mistaken about. This is the 

case with Sayyid – rahimahullah. His mistakes did not strike the roots of his 

curriculum or his unification of laws to none other than Allah (ruling by what Allah 

has sent down) and his call on people to worship their Lord.8  
The above, which asserts that Sayyid Qutb is on par with the likes of Im�ms an-Nawaw� and Ibn 

Hajar, is an error which Im�m al-Alb�n� has refuted, noting that Qutb was neither well-versed in 

the Islamic tradition nor one who had adequately studied. There are also statements which were 

made by Ham�d al-’Uql�, may All�h forgive him, which were totally incorrect and to be rejected. 

Such as what was translated into English as “fatwa on recent events” which came out after 9/11. 

In this “ruling” there was no condemnation whatsoever of terrorist actions and in fact a 

justification of them, and this is not a method that is utilised by the Im�ms of Ahl us-Sunnah 

during this time such as al-Alb�n�, Bin B�z, ’Uthaymeen and Muqbil – who all weighed up the 

benefits and the harms and looked at the far-reaching consequences.9 Furthermore, when 

Ham�d al-’Uql�’ ash-Shu’ayb�, may All�h forgive him, who Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali regards as one 

of the “contemporary scholars” of the era worthy of putting on his Online list (while the Im�ms 

of the Sunnah of this era do not make Abu Ja’far’s auspicious list – such as Im�m al-Muhaddith 

al-Alb�n�, Im�m Bin B�z, Im�m and Faqeeh ’Uthaymeen, Im�m al-Muhaddith Muqbil bin H�d�, 

and others) made his statements, the Saudi Council of Senior Scholars, who Abu Ja’far al-

Hanbali would have us believe are “Wahhabi violent extremists”, rushed to repudiate what 

Ham�d bin ’Uql�’ stated. The Saudi Council of Senior Scholars issued the following: 

  

������������������������������������������������������������
8 Refer to the full article, which has been translated by some Western-based followers and admirers of 

Sayyid Qutb here, and the fact that the Qutbists wallow in this demonstrates Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s 

conformity with the Qutbists: http://madkhalis.com/2010/10/a-word-on-sayyid-qutb/  
9 Ash-Shu’ayb�’s pronouncement can be read here: 

http://d.1asphost.com/TawheedJihad/Fatwa_911.htm  
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http://www.fatwa-online.com/news/0011017.htm  
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Thus, in 2001 the Saudi Council of Senior Scholars: 

� Immediately rejected what was issued by Hamood al-’Uql� ash-Shu’ayb�. 

� The Saudi Council of Senior Scholars noted that it was not in his remit, may All�h 

forgive him, to speak on such serious and far-reaching matters. 

� The Saudi Senior Scholars condemned the al-Qaida movement and their direct attacks 

on non-violent peoples. Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali on the other hand regarded him as being 

“Orthodox, in the sense that the creed, understanding of the foundations of fiqh 

was correct”?! Better to stick to what the Saudi Senior Scholars said! 

This shows that there is a serious problem therefore in the methodology of Abu Ja’far al-

Hanbali, as not only is he being grossly disingenuous when he feebly tries to link the established 

Salaf� Shaykhs to extremist movements, but also he seems to be unable to take out the log which 

is in his own eyes while trying to remove the speck in the Salaf�s’ eyes. The Salaf� scholars have 

critiqued the methodology of Sayyid Qutb in detail [such as Im�m al-Alb�n�, Im�m Bin B�z, 

Im�m ’Uthaymeen, Im�m Muqbil bin H�d�, Shaykh ’Abdull�h ad-Duwaysh, al-’All�mah S�lih al-

Fawz�n and Shaykh Rab�’ bin H�d�] while some of those who Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has included 

in his list praised Sayyid Qutb in detail! So here we have caught Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali and he 

must be aware of these issues. The only reason Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has included the above 

three [of Ibn Jibreen, ash-Shu’ayb� and ’Umar ’AbdurRahm�n] is due to what was handed down 

to Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali from the likes of his teacher Ab� Hamza al-Misr� and the Takf�r�-Jih�d�s. 

Indeed, we can truly say that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali gained an “ij�zah” (!?) in his hatred for the 

Salafi scholars from the likes of Ab� Hamza al-Misr�! 

 

AALL--KKAAWWTTHHAARR��

�����������������������������������������������������������

  
Moroccan scholars such as Ahmad al-Ghum�r� refuted al-Kawthar� for his Madhhab pedantry in 

a book entitled Tashneef ul-Asm�’, with al-Ghum�r� describing al-Kawthar� as being “majn�n 

(crazy) for Ab� Haneefah”!! ’Abdull�h al-Ghum�r� said:  

 “Our brother wrote a refutation against him (meaning al-Kawthar�) and compiled 

his knowledge-related errors and contradictions which he began his hateful 

partisanship...he is the one who he (Ahmad ibn Siddeeq al-Ghum�r�) nicknamed 

‘majnoon for Ab� Haneefah’ (crazy for Ab� Haneefah).”10 

�
10 Bida’ at-Taf�seer (Cairo: D�r ut-Taba’ah al-Muhammadiyyah), pp.180-81. See Dr Shamsuddeen as-

Salaf� al-Afgh�n�, Juh�d ul-’Ulama al-Hanafiyyah f� Ibt�l ’Aq�’id al-Qub�riyyah (Riyadh: D�r us-

Sumay’�, 1416AH/1996CE), vol.2, pp.639-640.   
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Al-Kawthar� is famed for his nonsensical condemnations of the following scholars and even 

making takfeer of them: 

1. The narrations on the Sif�t from Im�m Hamm�d bin Salamah (d. 167 AH), al-Kawthar� 

accused of being a Mushabbihah. 

2. Im�m ’Uthm�n bin Sa’eed ad-D�rim� (d. 280 AH). 

3. Im�m ’Abdull�h ibn ul-Im�m Ahm�d (d. 290 AH), al-Kawthar� claims (with no evidence 

as per usual) that he authored books “under pressure of the Hashwiyyah”, Kawthar� 

also claims that “the views of the idol worshippers are recorded within his book”.11 

4. Im�m Ab� Bakr Muhammad bin Ish�q bin Khuzaymah (d. 311 AH), the author of a 

Saheeh and Kit�b ut-Tawheed.Kawthar� says that his book Kit�b ut-Tawheed is in reality a 

book of shirk due to it containing the ideas of the idol worshippers!?12 

5. Im�m al-H�fidh Shaykh u-Isl�m Ibn Ab� H�tim (d. 327 AH), al-Kawthar� accused him of 

being “miskeen with a corrupted belief”.13 

6. Im�m Abu’l-Hasan ’Umar bin Ahmad ad-Dar�qutn� (d. 385 AH) author of a Sunan, al-

Kawthar� accused him of having corrupted beliefs and of being a “miskeen, who was 

blind”.14 

7. The Im�m, Muhaddith, the trustworthy one, the Shaykh of the Sunnah, the major Im�m 

Ab� Nasr ’Ubaydull�h bin Sa’�d al-W�’il� as-Sijz�, who was Hanafi in his Madhhab and 

Salafi in ’aqeedah (d. 444 AH).15 Al-Kawthar� called him: “a mun�fiq”, “j�hil”, “accursed”, 

“foolish” and other such vile statements. 

8. Shaykh ul-Isl�m Ibn Taymiyyah. 

9. Im�m Ibn ul-Qayyim. 

10.  Im�m Shah Waliull�h ad-Dehlaw�. 

11. Muhammad bin ’AbdulWahh�b. 
�

11 See Maqal�t al-Kawthar�, pp. 301, 307, 315-23,  324-32, 325, 326, 329, 338.  
12 Al-’All�mah’AbdurRahm�n bin Yahy� al-Yam�n� al-Mu’allim�, at-Tankeel bim� f� Ta’neeb ul-

Kawtharee min al-Ab�teel (Riyadh: D�r ul-Ift�’ as-Saudiyyah, 1403 AH, 2nd Edn., ed. Im�m al-

Alb�n�), pp.29, 133; Tabdeed udh-Dhul�m, p.108; Kawthar�’s ta’leeq�t on Asm�’ wa’s-Sif�t (Beirut: 

D�r ul-Kutub al-’Alamiyyah), p.267; Maq�l�t ul-Kawthar�, pp.315, 330. 
13 Ta’neeb ul-Kawthar�, pp.167, 168. 
14 Ta’neeb ul-Kawthar�, pp.239, 244, 261-62. 
15 For his elevated status, the magnitude of his leadership and his glorious position among the Im�ms 

of Isl�m see: al-Ans�b, vol.12, pp.217-18; al-Lub�b, vol.3, p.353; Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.17, 

p.654-57; al-’Ibar, vol.2, pp.285-86; Tadhdhkirat ul-Huff�dh, vol.3, pp.1118-1120; Tabaq�t ul-

Huff�dh, p.429; Shadhar�t udh-Dhahab, vol.3, p.pp.271-72. Also see the books of the Hanafis such as 

al-Jaw�hir ul-Madiyyah, vol.2, p.495 and T�j ut-Tar�jim, p.39.��
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12. Im�m Muhammad bin ’Ali ash-Shawk�n�. 

With regards to Ibn Taymiyyah (rahimahull�h), al-Kawthar� makes takfeer of Ibn Taymiyyah as well 

as making tabd�’ and tadleel of him.  

Kawthar� says: “his kufr is agreed upon”16 and “there is agreement on his misguidenace, 

deviance, innovation and heresy”17 and “he is not from the 73 sects”18!!? Kawthar� also 

stated “he is a Mujassim who has clear tajseem, from those who went to extremes in 

tajseem, worser than the Karr�miyyah, he is from those who are extreme in tashbeeh”19!! 

Al-Kawthar� refers to Shaykh ul-Isl�m Ibn Taymiyyah as being: “deceived”, “ a deviant 

deviator”, “a sign of misguidance”, “from the Im�ms of misguidance”, “misguided 

many of the servants (of All�h)”, “deviant in creed and actions”, “this filthy one is from 

the greatest of deviants”, “an extremist” (?!), “ignorant”, “miskeen”, “from the excessive 

fools”, “affected in his mind and deen”, “an innovator”, “from Ahl ul-Bida’”, “worse 

than the philosophers who deny the Day of Gathering”, “worse than the Mu’tazilah”.20  

With regards to Ibn ul-Qayyim (rahimahull�h), al-Kawthar� dedicated a book to attacking Ibn ul-

Qayyim entitled Tabdeed udh-Dhul�m al-Mukhayyim min N�niyyati Ibn il-Qayyim, which is a 

commentary to the book as-Sayf as-Saqeel21 fi’r-Radd ’al� Ibn Zafeel.22   

�
16 See the intro of al-Kawthar� to ar-Ras�’il as-Subkiyyah (Beirut: ’�lam ul-Kutub), pp.24, 27, 35, 48 

and 79; also see Tabdeed udh-Dhul�m, p.157 
17 See the intro of al-Kawthar� to ar-Ras�’il as-Subkiyyah, pp.27, 28; also see Tabdeed udh-Dhul�m, 

p.81 
18 Tabdeed udh-Dhul�m, p.167 
19 Tabdeed udh-Dhul�m, pp.8, 17 and 63; also see Maq�l�t u-Kawthar�, p.285; also see the intro of al-

Kawthar� to ar-Ras�’il us-Subkiyyah, p.79 
20 See the intro of al-Kawthar� to ar-Ras�’il as-Subkiyyah, pp.19, 27, 29, 30, 32, 54, 55 and 79; also 

see Tabdeed udh-Dhul�m, pp. 7, 9, 16-18, 30, 63, 67, 80, 84, 105; also see Kawthar�’s ta’leeq�t to 

Dhay�l Tadhdhkirat ul-Huff�dh of adh-Dhahab�, p.188 
21 Shaykh Shams as-Salafi al-Afghani states in ibid. p.358:  

This book is ascribed to Taqiuddeen as-Subk� (’Ali bin ’AbdulK�f�, d.756 AH), the 

father of T�juddeen as-Subk� (’AbdulWahh�b bin ’Ali, d.771 AH). Common sense 

and transmission distances this book from actually being a book authored by 

Taqiuddeen as-Subk�. As for common sense, then such disgraceful vile abusive 

language does not befit one who fears All�h, rather it such language suits the 

abusive language of the poets. As for via transmission, then this book was not 

mentioned before az-Zab�d� did who was one of the biographers of Taqiuddeen as-

Subk�. Yet even his son, T�juddeen made no mention of the book within his 

biography of his father within at-Tabaq�t and he spent his younger and older life 

with his father. If this book was really authored by Taqiuddeen as-Subk� it would 
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Some of the disgraceful and vile abusive language that al-Kawthar� refers to Ibn ul-Qayyim with, 

including takfeer, tabd�’, and tadleel, is as follows: “k�fir or him�r (“he is either a disbeliever or 

a donkey”!!!?)”, “mulhid (deviant)”, “khabeeth (filth)”, “mal’oon (accursed)”, “wiskh 

(dirt)”, “najas (unclean and impure)”, “fadm (dim-witted)”, “baleed (an idiot)”, “naff�j 

(a show-off)”, “mutakhalif (backward)”, “waqih (shameless)”, “ignorant”, “miskeen”, 

“an innovator”, “jilf (rude)”, “muta’�lim (a pseudo-scholar)”, “radiy� (ruined)” and also 

“a heretic”23!!?  

Kawthar� also stated about Im�m Ibn ul-Qayyim: “mujassim”, “mushabbih”, “hashw�”,24 

“afflicted in mind and deen”, “from the misguided and the transgressors”, “from the 

mujassimah and their brothers the Jews and Christians”, “he caused much deception 

upon the Ummah, not within the dunya but by poisoning Isl�m”25!!  

Kawthar� also stated: “...his kufr reached an amount wherein it is not permissible to keep 

quiet”, “have the heretics, deviants and detractors of the Sharee’ah even reached more 

than this? Not even ten of them have!”, “the heretics, deviants and detractors of the 

Sharee’ah have not done more in going against Isl�m and the Muslims than him...”26  

Kawthar� also says about Ibn ul-Qayyim: “may All�h curse him”, “upon him is the curse of 

All�h”, “may All�h make him ugly”, “damn him!”, “may All�h humiliate him”, “away with him”, 

“may All�h break his back”, “he deserves curses due to his going against the creed of the 

Muslims”, “damn Ibn Taymiyyah and his companion”, “damned is the follower and the one 

being followed”, “may All�h fight him”, “may All�h fight them”, “may All�h save from what the 

fitna they caused”.27 

�
have been relied upon by the enemies of Shaykh ul-Isl�m Ibn Taymiyyah and what 

az-Zab�d� mentioned does not mean that the actual book is extant. ���
22 Shaykh Shams as-Salaf� al-Afghan� states in ibid. p.358: 

It is not known about Ibn ul-Qayyim that he was ever referred to as “Ibn Zafeel”, 

the name “Zafeel” is not known to have been the name of any of his grandparents 

from either his father’s side or his mother’s. Dr Bakr bin ’Abdill�h mentions a 

long story regarding al-Kawthar� and “Zafeel”, refer to at-Taqreeb il-Fiqh Ibn il-

Qayyim, vol.1, p.31. This story indicates that al-Kawthar� is a slanderous liar.�
23 See Tabdeed udh-Dhul�m, pp.20-1, 23-4, 25-6, 28-9, 31, 35, 37, 39, 47, 51, 55, 59, 61, 68, 73-4, 76-7, 

79, 85, 87, 91, 93, 139, 147-48, 155, 164-66, 184.   
24 Ibid., pp.22, 24, 39, 93. 
25 Ibid., pp.10, 22, 39, 63, 77, 149. 
26 Ibid., pp.57-8, 182. 
27 Ibid., pp. 26, 34, 37, 47, 55, 91, 99, 121, 140, 143, 149, 150, 155, 165, 182-83. 
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YYUUSSUUFF  AANN--NNAABBAAHH��NN��
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In Keller’s translation of Reliance of the Traveller he makes note of an-Nabah�n� and listed him 

(w9.4 in the biographical dictionary, p.1111), Keller saying that Nabah�n� was: “…one of the 

scholars who had the higher knowledge of Sufism.” Keller also mentioned one of 

Nabah�ni’s books entitled J�mi’ Karam�t ul-Awliya [Compendium of the Miracles of the Friends 

of All�h], yet in this book, which Dr Saleh as-Saleh (rahimahull�h) quoted from extensively to 

refute,28 some very strange stories indeed are referred to on page 396 of the second volume of 

the book. Thus, we find Nabah�n� mentioning here, with no analysis or reflection, a story about 

a “S�fi wal�” by the name of ’Ali al-‘Umar� who according to Nabah�n� conducted many miracles. 

In one of al-Umari’s “miracles” he disciplined his servant, who was his brother in law, by 

whipping him with his penis which had actually extended to above and beyond his (Ali’s) 

shoulder!! After whipping him several times, his penis returned to its normal size, the details of 

this story are mentioned by Nabah�n� in his J�mi’ (vol. 2, p.396) which Keller praises! 

Furthermore, Nabah�n� notes Ibr�heem al-’Ary�n (d. 930 AH) who used to:  

“…mount the minbar giving sermons while naked…he used to fart in the presence 

of the respected elders of the Sufis, swearing that it was the fart of such and such.” 

(Nabah�n�’s J�mi’, vol. 1, p.412).   

Nabah�ni also mentions “Shaykh ‘Ubayeed”, who was able to “pull a boat from the midst of 

mud after pulling it with a rope tied to his testis”!!! (J�mi’, vol. 2, p.46). An-Nabah�ni 

mentions:  

“The Shaykh ‘Abdull�h, one of the companions of Sayyid ‘Umar an-Nab�t�, wrote 

to me that he saw me with the Prophet (sallall�hu alayhi wassallam) and he said to 

Im�m ‘Ali ibn Ab� T�lib: “Put this cap of mine on ‘AbdulWahh�b ash-Sha’r�n� (a 

Sufi) and inform him that he can control the entire creation at will, for there is 

nothing that can prevent him from this.”” (J�mi’, vol. 2, p.275).  

�
All praise is due to All�h, for the oppressive empty calls of Kawthar� were not answered by All�h and 

in fact All�h has made the legacy of Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn ul-Qayyim praiseworthy among the 

Ummah with their books, works and writings used, referred to and well known to this day, while the 

books and names of his opposers have been forgotten and rendered insignificant in comparison to 

these two great mountains of knowledge, and all praise is due to All�h. 
28 Refer to the book A Chapter on the Dispraise of al-Haw� by Im�m Ibnul-Qayyim. 
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Nabah�n� also wrote  

“’Ubayd was one of the companions of Shaykh Husayn blessed with amazing 

miracles. Of them was that he would command the skies to rain, and they would 

rain immediately. And anyone who ridiculed him died immediately. On one 

occasion, he entered Ja’fariyyah (a district) and around fifty children followed him 

making fun of him. He said “O Azr�’eel! (the unauthentic supposed name of an 

angel) if you do not take their souls I will remove you from the ranks of the 

angels!” so they all fell down dead instantly.” (!!) 

So if all of these statements are incorrect, why do not those who call to a return to these books 

make it clear? Or if they are really examples of what the S�f� ‘traditionalists’ regard as “miracles” 

why do they hide them from the people? Innovation would beget innovation as the grandson of 

Y�suf an-Nabah�n� was none other than Taqiyyudeen, the infamous founder of the rationalist 

Hizb ut-Tahreer. 
 

Other factors which have led to Abu Ja’faral-Hanbali’s popularity in Nottingham are following: 

� His mimicry of the oratory style of Hamza Y�suf, Ali Timimi, et al. This mimicry gives 

an air of academic prowess and pseudo-intellectualism and works wonders in garnering 

blind followers in Britain who are merely attracted to the American accent spiced with 

quoting from Arabic sources.29 

� His jumping onto the bandwagon of the ‘traditional Islam’ movement, yet they are totally 

unaware of Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s own past Takf�r� frolics. 

� His claim to represent the Han�bilah, which in reality is nothing but a farce as he has 

neither adequately studied the Madhhab nor has any teachers within the time frame for 

him to be then known by the nisba ‘al-Hanbali’. Indeed, it would be more fitting to 

describe him as “Ab� Ja’far at-Takf�r�” due to his main basis of knowledge being the 

Takf�r�s whose books he edited and who he directly studied from. 

� His claim to be “Hanbali” gives him an exclusive and unique attraction, which then 

makes it easier for him to rope in a band of blind followers who accept all what he says 

without question. Interestingly, Abu Ja’far claims to be against cults yet is strikingly 

silent when it comes to people displaying cultish behaviour towards him. The most 

�
29 It should also be noted that this works with other way around also, for it is common to find 

American Muslims also blindly following British Muslim speakers as they sound “more intellectual” or 

“more cultured”. The efficacy of an accent in another English speaking country cannot be 

underestimated in propaganda and the seeking leadership. 
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noticeable cult trait, which is noted by all serious researchers into cults, is the blind 

acceptance of all that the cult leader says without question.   

All of the above combined together, goes a long way in helping to gain ignorant followers 

around the UK. 

 

 

TTHHEE  WWOORRKKSS  OOFF  AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  HHAASSAANN  AALL--HHAANNBBAALLII  AANN--NN��BB��  AALL--

MMIISSRR��  AALL--AAMMRR��KK��
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Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has translated the following: 

� Mustaf� bin Ahmad ash-Shatt�, The Divine Texts: Answering Muhammad ibn Abdul-Wahh�b’s 

Movement (Adlibbed Ltd, 2008), 208 pages. 

� Muwaffaq ud-Deen Ibn Qud�mah, A Word of Advice (Adlibbed Ltd, 2007). 156 pages. 

� Sulaim�n bin ’AbdulWahh�b, The Divine Lightening (Adlibbed Ltd, 2011) – 314 pages and 

published as part of Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s “Intermediate Cult Series” into Salaf�yyah. 

His publications are characterised by a polemical approach, a lack of thorough research, pedantry 

and pseudo-academia. Coupled with poor print quality and presentation, this renders his works 

as exquisite examples of time-wastage and polemic. An example of Abu Ja’far’s lack of adequate 

source verification can be seen with his translation of Sulaym�n ibn ’AbdulWahh�b’s book 

attributed to him as-Saw�’iq al-Il�hiyyah f� Radd ’ala’l-Wahh�biyyah [The Divine Lightening in 

Refuting the Wahh�b�s]. As for the claim that Sulaym�n bin ’AbdulWahh�b opposed his brother, 

then Dr Muhammad bin Sa’d ash-Shuway’ar30 has demonstrated that such a claim is not 

evidenced in the historical literature. He concludes that: 

Based on my assessment of the situation, environment at the time and other 

comparative factors I have become convinced that the books ascribed to Sulaym�n 

bin ’AbdulWahh�b are unauthentic and are fabrications in order to give credibility 

to the people of desires and what they follow from desire which has no basis from 

texts from the Book of All�h; from the Sunnah of the Messenger of All�h (sallall�hu 

’alayhi wassallam) or from the actions of the Salaf of the Ummah from the blessed 

generations which the Messenger of All�h (sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam) informed 

was the best generation after his...    

There are some important points which Dr Muhammad bin Sa’d ash-Shuway’ar notes with 

regards to the treatises that have been ascribed to Sulaym�n bin ’AbdulWahh�b, who Abu Ja’far 

al-Hanbali [Hasan bin ’Umar an-N�b� al-Misr�] claims fought against his own brother: 
�

30 Refer to the paper here: http://www.s�id.net/monawein/sh/19.htm  
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� The documents and treatises which mention Sulaym�n bin ’AbdulWahh�b do not 

mention that he authored a refutation of Im�m Muhammad and authored a book 

against him. All they do therefore is merely state: “those who opposed 

Muhammad bin ’AbdulWahh�b also included his brother” without mentioning a 

source text for this assertion. 

� The name of Sulaym�n bin ’AbdulWahh�b is just to give their claims against 

Im�m Muhammad further credence. 

� Ibn Ghann�m merely mentions that Sulaym�n differed with his brother and in 

any case this was at the beginning of the da’wah and what was not the final stance 

of Sulaym�n bin ’AbdulWahh�b. 

� Even if Sulaym�n bin ’AbdulWahhab did refute his brother, he certainly did not 

sanction the use of names such as “Wahh�bi”! As the opposers allege that he 

authored a book entitled as-Saw�’iq al-Il�hiyyah f� Radd ’ala’l-Wahh�biyyah (which is 

the book Abu Ja’far has translated into English) which was a worked that was 

first printed in India in 1306 AH, then it was printed in Egypt and then in 

Turkey.  

� The names of those who refuted Im�m Muhammad bin ’AbdulWahh�b, and 

those to whom he wrote, have been well preserved and are well-known. 

Furthermore, there is no refutation from Im�m Muhammad or his students of 

Sulaym�n bin ’AbdulWahh�b. Those who wrote propaganda tracts against Im�m 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahhab were the likes of Ibn Afaliq,31 Ahmad bin ’Ali 

�
31 Muhammad ibn ’AbdurRahm�n ibn Afaliq (d.1163 AH/1750 CE) from al-Ahsa and a contemporary 

of Im�m Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b who witnessed the beginnings of the da’wah. The 

manuscript of the treatise wherein Ibn Afaliq states his lies against Im�m Muhammad ibn 

’AbdulWahh�b is present in the State Library of Berlin, it was quoted by ’Abdul’Azeez ibn 

Muhammad �l ’AbdulLateef in Da’�wa al-Mun�wi’een li Da’wat al-Shaykh Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-

Wah�b (Riyadh: D�r ul-Watan, 1412 AH), p. 58. Ibn Afaliq wrote a letter to the ‘Ameer of ‘Uyaynah 

’Uthm�n ibn Mu’ammar, trying to incite Ibn Mu’ammar against Im�m Muhammad ibn 

’AbdulWahh�b. Yet when Ibn Mu’ammar did not agree with the claims of Ibn Afaliq, Ibn Afaliq then 

began writing against Ibn Mu’ammar and accusing him of also making takfeer of Muslims! Refer to 

the book by Professor Sulaiman Bin Abdurrahman al-Huqail (Professor of Education at Im�m 

Muhammad bin Saud University, Riyadh), Muhammad Bin Abdulwahhâb – His Life and the Essence 

of his Call (Riyadh: Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Endowments, Dawah and Guidance, KSA, First 

Edition, 1421 AH/2001 CE), with an introduction by Sheikh Saleh Bin Abdulaziz Al-Sheikh, p.163.  
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ash-Sh�fi’� al-Qabb�n�,32 Muhammad ibn Muhammad al-Qadar�,33 ’Alaw� al-

Hadd�d,34 Ibn Suhaym,35 Dahl�n,36 Zah�w�,37 Hasan ibn ’Umar ash-Shatti,38 Ali 

Naqi al-Kanh�r�,39 Muhammad Ibn Najib Suqiya,40 Muhammad ibn Jawad 

Mugniya,41 Bin Diyaf,42 Abu’l-Fid� Ism�’�l at-Tam�m�, Umar bin Abi’l-Fadl 

�
32 Another contemporary of Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b but not much is known about his life, the 

treatise of al-Qabb�n� is mentioned by Ahmad ibn Ali al-Basar� in Fasl al-Khit�b f� Rad id-Dal�l�t Ibn 

‘AbdulWahh�b, p.65. A manuscript of the book is in the library of Im�m Muhammad ibn Saud 

University in Riyadh. This also demonstrates that the opposers claims have been preserved in order to 

refute them and it also refutes the claims that the followers of Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b totally 

destroyed, desecrated and ransacked the works, writings and books of their opposers! Qabb�n� had 

two writings against Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b, the first was a copy in his handwriting of a book 

entitled Kit�b Rad ad-Dal�lah wa Qama’ al-Jah�lah by another scholar called Ahmad Barakat ash-

Sh�fi’� al-Azhar� at-Tandat�w�. While the second is entitled Kit�b Naqd Qaw�’id ad-Dal�l wa Rafd 

’Aq�’id ud-Dull�l which is a response to a letter sent by Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b to the ’Ulama 

in Basra. 
33 Im�m Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b wrote to him advising him during his time. Al-Qadar� 

authored Ris�latun fi’r-Radd ’al�’l-Wahh�biyyah which is extant in manuscript form in the library at 

Im�m Muhammad bin Saud University, Riyadh. 
34 He authored Misbahu’l-Anam� wa Jal�’l-dh-Dhl�m f� Radi Shubuh�t Bida’i-n-Najd (Cairo: 

Matba’atu’l-�mirah, 1335 AH). 
35 Sulaym�n ibn Muhammad ibn Suhaym (d.1181 AH) was one of the scholars of Riyadh, who left for 

al-Ahsa after Riyadh fell to the first Saudi state. He was also an arch-enemy to the da’wah of Im�m 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b and was one of the first to initiate falsehood against the Im�m, 

sending such writings to other Muslim countries. 
36 Ahmad ibn Zayn� Dahl�n (d.1304 AH), a partisan S�f� judge who lived in Makkah and was a Sh�fi’� 

muft� who spread much in the way of propaganda against Im�m Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b. 
37 He authored al-Fajru’s-S�diq (Cairo: Maktabah Maleej�, 1323 AH). 
38 This is one of the writers who Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali relies heavily upon within his polemical 

discourse against the Salaf� method. Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has claimed that ash-Sh�ttee received 

“numerous death threats” [not specifying either who these threats were from nor the nature of them 

with adequate documentation]. 
39 A R�fid� who authored Kashf un-Niq�b� ‘an Aq�’id Ibn ’AbdulWahh�b (Najaf: Matba’atu’l-

Haydar�yah, 1345 AH).  
40 As  noted by Muhammad Tawfeeq in his book Tabyeen ul-Haqq wa’s-Saw�b bi’r-Rad ‘al� ‘Atb�’I 

Ibn ‘AbdulWahh�b (Syria: Matba’atu’l-Fayh�), p.8 
41 In his book Hadhihi Hiya’l-Wahh�biyyah (1964 CE). 
42 Ahmad ibn Abi’d-Diy�f (d. 1291 AH/1874 CE) born in Tunis in 1219 AH/1804 CE. He served as 

secretary to an influential minister of the Husayni state in Tunis, Shakir Sahib at-T�bi’, then took to 

writing from 1827 to the 1860s. In his Ith�f Ahl iz-Zam�n within his summary of Hammuda Pasha’s 
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Q�sim al-Mahj�b,43 ’AbdulWahh�b Ahmad Barak�t ash-Sh�fi’� al-Azhar� at-

Tandat�w�44 and others of even lesser si

There is also a work by Shaykh Ahmad bin ’AbdirRahm�n bin Rasheed al-’Uy�n entitled Dafa’ al-

Irtiy�b ’an Shaykh Sulaym�n bin ’AbdulWahh�b [Averting the Doubts from Shaykh Sulaym�n bin 

’AbdulWahh�b]. As for Mustaf� ibn Ahmad ash-Sh�tt� then he was the Mufti of the Hanbalees 

in Damascus in the early 20th century CE. however, even his own cousin, Muhammad bin Jameel 

Shattee, as relayed in Mukhtasar Tabaq�t ul-Han�bilah, describes Mustaf� bin Ahmad Shatt� as an 

extreme S�f� who believed in Wahdat ul-Wuj�d. So is there any wonder that the likes of him 

would write against Im�m Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b?! The fact that he held this position in 

Syria is also something which needs to be taken with a pinch of salt as during that time of 

stagnancy anyone could gain a position regardless of the person’s actual competency in creed and 

fiqh. There is scant referral to Mustaf� ibn Ahmad ash-Shatt� within the biographical dictionaries 

of the Han�bilah due to his obscurity. He died in 1348 AH/1929 CE. 

 

Other points regarding Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s writings: 

� Replete with inconsistencies, intellectual denial, contradictions, misinformation and 

covering up of important details. 

� Poor research 

� Full of Straw man arguments and immature caricaturing of Salaf�yyah and its scholars. 

� Presentation of contentions as if fully proficient with the issue at hand 

�
reign in Tunisia (1782-1814 CE) he discusses a so-called “Wahhabi proclamation”.  See Adel Sulaiman 

Gamal, Richard Mortel and A.H. Green (Trans.), A Tunisian Reply to a Wahhabi Proclamation. In 

Quest of an Islamic Humanism, vol.22. 
43 Died 1222 AH/1807 CE, he was a student of Abu’l-Fid� Ism�’�l at-Tam�m� at Zaytuna University. 

His father was an authority in M�lik� fiqh who served as Qadi of Tunisia and also as the Chief Mufti of 

the Sharee’ah Court. Mahj�b was a famed khateeb, poet and eloquent writer yet his writings against 

the phenomena that he labelled “Wahhabiya” were rather polemical wherein he justifies tawassul, the 

building of shrines and other innovations. The writings of these Tunisian scholars demonstrated the 

support that Tunisia had for the Ottoman fight against the so-called “Wahhabis”. See Adel Sulaiman 

Gamal, Richard Mortel and A.H. Green (Trans.), A Tunisian Reply to a Wahhabi Proclamation. In 

Quest of an Islamic Humanism, vol.22.  
44 Not much is known about this individual’s life except that he authored three books and moved to 

Makk�h towards the end of his life in the late 18th century CE. The historian of Najd, Ibn Turki 

considered him to be one of the four most prolific writers against Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b. See 

Samer Traboulsi, An Early Refutation of Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab’s Reformist Views. Die 

Welts des Islams, vol.42, no.3, 2002, pp.373-390. 
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� Attempts to bamboozle his blind followers via reference to sources totally outside the 

remit of the topic at hand.    

 

 

AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  AALL--HHAANNBBAALLII  AANNDD  HHIISS  IIGGNNOORRAANNCCEE  OOFF  TTHHEE  

HHIISSTTOORRYY  OOFF  NNAAJJDD  AANNDD  HHIISS  IINNTTEELLLLEECCTTUUAALL  DDEENNIIAALL  OOFF  TTHHEE  

HHIISSTTOORRIICCAALL  SSOOUURRCCEESS
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Two well-known books for the history of Najd, along with the full names of the authors, are: 

1. Husayn Ibn Ghann�m, T�reekh Najd 

2. Uthm�n bin ’Abdull�h bin Bishr,45 ’Unwan al-Majd f� Tareekh Najd (The Title of Glory in 

the History of Najd). 

The two above-mentioned sources though are utilised by those claiming that Sulaym�n bin 

’AbdulWahh�b, the brother of Im�m Muhammad, disagreed with Im�m Muhammad ibn 

’AbdulWahh�b and thus opposed him and the da’wah. However, there are also other primary 

historical sources for the history of the Arabian Peninsula such as46:  

� Shaykh Ibr�heem bin ’Ubayd al-’AbdulMuhsin, Tadhkirat �la’n-Nahy wa’l-’Urf�n bi-

Ayy�mill�h al-W�hid id-Day�n wa Dhikru Haw�dith iz-Zam�n.  

� Shaykh S�lih bin ’Abdul’Azeez bin ’AbdurRahm�n bin ’Uthaymeen,47 Tas-heel us-S�bilah f� 

Tabaq�t il-Han�bilah. This book is in manuscript form. Shaykh ’Abdull�h al-Bass�m 

(rahimahull�h) stated about the author of the book: “He gives biographies of all of the 

Hanbali scholars from Im�m Ahmad bin Hanbal until his time. It is a huge book in five 

�
45 The Najdian historian, al-’All�mah ’Uthm�n bin ’Abdull�h bin Bishr ash-Shaqr�w� al-Hanbal� as-

Salaf� (1210-1290 AH/1795-1873 CE). He also authored as-Suhayl f� Dhikr il-Khayl. Shaykh ’Abdull�h 

al-Bass�m stated about his book ’Unw�n ul-Majd: “It is the most valuable, comprehensive, 

trustworthy and just of all that has been classified from the histories of Najd.” For his 

biography refer to ’Ulama Najd, vol.5, pp.115-126; al-Mustadrak ’ala’s-Suhub il-W�bilah, p.709; al-

A’l�m, vol.4, p.209; Mu’jam ul-Muallifeen, vol.2, p.363. They put the year of his death at 1288 AH. 
46 Refer to ’Abdull�h Muhammad ash-Shimr�n�, Shaykh S�lih �li Shaykh (intro.), Im�m al-

Muhaddith Sulaym�n bin ’Abdull�h �li Shaykh, 1200-1233 AH: Hay�tuhu wa �th�ruhu (Riyadh, 

KSA: D�r ul-Watan, 1422 AH/2001 CE), pp.14-22. 
47 The noble Shaykh, S�lih bin ’Abdul’Azeez bin ’AbdurRahm�n bin ’Uthaymeen (1320-1412 AH/1902-

1991 CE), he studied with the ’Ulama of his land Buraydah and then travelled to India where he 

studied and gained ij�zah. He then resided in Makkah al-Mukarramah. For a biography of him refer 

to ’Ulama Najd, vol.2, pp.488-494 and Takmilat Mu’jam ul-Muallifeen, p.238.  
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large volumes, he compiled it based on a number of books that he transmitted from.” 

The book was edited by Shaykh Bakr Ab� Zayd (rahimahull�h). 

� Shaykh ’AbdurRahm�n Ibn Muhammad bin Q�sim,48 ad-Durar as-Saniyyah fi’l-Ajwibat in-

Najdiyyah. 

� Shaykh Muhammad bin ’Uthm�n al-Q�d�, Rawdat un-N�dhireen ’an M�thar ’Ulama Najd wa 

Haw�dith as-Saneen. 

� Shaykh ’Abdull�h bin ’AbdurRahm�n al-Bass�m, ’Ulama Najd Khil�l Tham�niyyat Qur�n. 

� Shaykh ’AbdurRahm�n bin ’AbdulLateef �l Shaykh,49 Mash�heer ’Ulama Najd wa 

Ghayrahum. 

� Shaykh Ibr�heem bin Muhammad bin Dawayy�n,50 T�r�kh Ibn Dawayy�n. 

� Shaykh Ibr�heem bin S�lih bin ’�s�,51 T�r�kh Ibn ’�s�, 2 vols. 

� Shaykh Muhammad bin ’Umar al-F�khir�,52 T�r�kh al-F�khir�. This is a work prior to Ibn 

Bishr’s history. It discussed the events that took place at Dir’iyyah in 1233 AH. 

�
48 Al-’All�mah ’AbdurRahm�n bin Muhammad bin Q�sim al-’�sim� al-Qaht�n� (1319-1392 AH/1901-

1972 CE), he was the one who compiled the fat�w� of the Im�ms of guidance and of the Salaf� da’wah 

such as Shaykh ul-Isl�m Ibn Taymiyyah. He also annotated works such as al-�jr�miyyah and ar-

Rawd al-Murabbi’. For his biography refer to ’Ulama Najd, vol.3, pp.202-208.�
49 Shaykh ’AbdurRahm�n bin ’AbdulLateef bin ’Abdull�h bin ’AbdulLateef bin ’AbdurRahm�n bin 

Hasan (1332-1406 AH/1914-1986 CE). He was an encyclopaedia of knowledge of Sharee’ah, Arabic 

language and history. He resided in Makkah al-Mukarramah where he later died. For his biography 

refer to ’Ulama Najd, vol.3, pp.83-87 and�Takmilat Mu’jam ul-Muallifeen, p.682. ���
50 The scholar and Faqeeh, Ibr�heem bin Muhammad bin S�lim bin Duwayy�n (1275-1319 AH/1859-

1901 CE). He was a man of zuhd and wara’ who possessed superb handwriting and thus copied many 

books by hand in his library. He authored Raf’ un-Niq�b ’an Tar�jim il-As-h�b and Man�r us-Sabeel 

f� Sharh id-Daleel. For his biography refer to Mash�heer ’Ulama Najd, p.222; ’Ulama Najd, vol.1, 

pp.403-410; Rawdat un-N�dhireen, vol.1, pp.48-50 and al-’A’l�m, vol.1, p.72. 
51 The respected scholar and famous scholar Ibr�heem bin S�lih bin ’�s� al-Qad�’� (1270-1343 

AH/1854-1924 CE). He used to document everything he encountered and did not tire from writing 

and he corresponded with the ’Ulama. He was also well-versed in fiqh, far�’idh, hadeeth, Arabic 

linguistics and was a reference point for literature, history and knowledge of lineages. He authored 

’Aqd ud-Durar f�m� waqa’a f� Najd min al-Haw�dith f� Aw�khir al-Qarn ath-Th�lith ’Ashar wa 

Aw�’il ar-R�bi’ ’Ashar [The Pearled Necklace Around the Events in Najd During the End of the 13th 

Century and the Beginning of the 14th]. He also authored T�reekh Ba’dh il-Haw�dith al-W�qi’ah f� 

Najd [The History of Some Events that Occurred in Najd]. For a biography of him refer to ’Ulama 

Najd, vol.1, pp.318-331; Rawdat un-N�dhireen, vol.1, pp.44-46; al-’A’l�m, vol.1, p.44. 
52 The Shaykh and historian, Muhammad bin ’Umar bin Muhammad bin Hasan bin F�khir al-

Musharraf� al-Wahb� at-Tam�m� (1186-1277 AH/1772-1860 CE). He was a scholar, writer and 
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� Shaykh Sulaym�n bin ’AbdurRahm�n bin Muhammad �l Hamd�n,53 Tar�jim al-

Muta’akhir� al-Han�bilah [Biographies of the Later Hanbali Scholars]. The manuscript of 

this book however has no introduction and may have been authored by the Shaykh 

straight from memory. Also the book has no arrangement of the biographies according 

to obituaries. 

� T�r�kh Shaykh Hamad bin Muhammad La’boon which has been edited by Dr ’Abdul’Azeez 

bin ’Abdull�h La’b�n of King Saud University. 

 
These above sources are seldom quoted in the discourse of Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali and he 

proceeds as if important historical information is non-existent. Yet these sources cannot be 

merely denied especially when discussing the history of the movement of Muhammad ibn 

’AbdulWahh�b. The earliest historian, Ibn Ghann�m, writes (vol.1, p.42) that Sulaym�n bin 

’AbdulWahh�b retracted from his opposition to his brother and actually joined his brother in ad-

Dir’iyyah. This was the view shared by Im�m Bin B�z and Ibn Sahm�n. Ibn Bishr in his account 

however claims that Sulaym�n moved to Dir’iyyah with his family, without mentioning 

Sulaym�n’s stance on the da’wah. Ibn Sahm�n however mentions a letter in which Sulaym�n 

repented from his opposition but Shaykh ’Abdull�h al-Bass�m viewed the letter to be fabricated. 

It should also be noted that close relatives can be enemies of the true preaching as exemplified in 

the story of the son of N�h and in the case of Ab� Lahab and the Prophet Muhammad. 

 

�
historian, he authored a treatise on the history of Najd which became a source reference for those 

historians who came after him such as Ibn Bishr and Ibn ’�s�. For a biography of him refer to Rawdat 

un-N�dhireen, vol.2, pp.207-208; ’Ulama Najd (Old Print), vol.3, pp.922-923; Mu’jam ul-Mu’allifeen, 

vol.3, p.564; al-Mustadrak ’ala’s-Suhub il-W�bilah, vol.3, p.1023; the introduction to T�reekh Ba’dh 

il-Haw�dith al-W�qi’ah f� Najd, pp.8-9, 20. Shaykh ’Abdull�h al-Bass�m also wrote a biography of 

him in ’Ulama Najd (Newer Print), pp.246-248. 
53 Shaykh, al-Q�d� Sulaym�n bin ’AbdurRahm�n bin Muhammad �l Hamd�n (1322-1397 AH/1904-

1977 CE) a teacher at Masjid ul-Har�m. With all his zuhd and worship he was still stern on his 

opposers and frank in presenting his views without flattering anyone (Muj�malah), this led to some 

difficulties that he experienced from other scholars during his time. He authored ad-Durr an-Nadeed 

H�shiyat Kit�b ut-Tawheed and Hid�yat ul-Areeb il-Amjad f� Ma’rifat ar-Ruw�t ’an al-Im�m 

Ahmad. For a biography of him refer to: ’Ulama Najd, vol.2, pp.295-300; Rawdat un-N�dihreen, 

vol.1, pp.149-151 and Takmilat Mu’jam ul-Muallifeen, p.216. His student was al-’All�mah Bakr Ab� 

Zayd (rahimahull�h) wrote a lengthy biography of him in the introduction to Hid�yat ul-Areeb il-

Amjad, pp.’J’-‘M’. 
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Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali has also shown fondness for Dawud ibn Sulaym�n ibn Jarjees al-Baghd�d� 

an-Naqshaband�, Abu Ja’far even naming his personal blog after him: 

 
 

Ibn Jurjees was born in 1231 AH in Baghdad and later travelled to Najd to study with Ab� 

Butayn. When he returned back to Ir�q he authored works claiming that Muhammad ibn 

’AbdulWahh�b contradicted the beliefs of Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn ul-Qayyim. Ibn Jarjees 

authored al-Minha al-Wahabiyah fi’r-Radd’ala’l-Wahh�biyyah, which is a book in which Ibn Jarjees 

ries to prove that the dead have the same lives as the living. 

      Ibn Jarjees was refuted by Ab� Butayn in his book Ta’sees ut-Taqdees fi’r-Radd ’ala Ibn Jarjees. 

The book was published in Egypt in 1344 AH.’AbdulLateef ibn ’AbdurRahm�n ibn Hasan ibn 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b also authored Minh�j ut-Ta’sees wa’t-Taqdees fi’r-Radd ’ala Dawud 

Ibn Jarjees, this work was completed later by Mahmood Shukr� al-Aloos� of Ir�q (1273-1342 AH). 

Muhammad Basheer ibn Muhammad as-Sahsaw�n� from India (1250-1326 AH) was an Indian 

scholar who went to Makkah and debated Dahl�n. He later wrote a large work refuting Dahl�n 

entitled Siy�nat ul-Ins�n ’an Waswasat Shaykh Dahl�n.       
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TTHHEE  SSTTAATTEEMMEENNTTSS  OOFF  IIMM��MM  MMUUHHAAMMMMAADD  IIBBNN  ’’AABBDDUULLWWAAHHHH��BB  

RREEGGAARRDDIINNGG  TTAAKKFFEEEERR  IINN  LLIIGGHHTT  OOFF  AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  AALL--HHAANNBBAALLII’’SS  

AACCCCUUSSAATTIIOONNSS  
Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali, in continuing with his intellectual denial, has tried to portray Im�m 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b as one who killed his opponents merely the grounds that they 

did not agree with him. Abu Ja’far states: 

His [i.e. Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahhab’s] proclamation was simple. The Muslims from 

the years after the Sah�ba had not understood the religion in its’ {sic} purity. Infact, Islam 

had been in decline for millennia. This was due to many practices that had infiltrated the 

Muslim masses. Those Muslims that were responsible for this had to be guided. If they 

accepted, they would be accepted as Muslims, in which they would have to 

proclaim the Shah�da and give their oath of allegiance to Muhammad ibn `Abdul 

Wahh�b. If they refused, they would have to be killed as apostates, as they insisted 

on an Islam that was not compatible with the Qur’an and the Sunna.54 

Yet when we turn to the actual writings of Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b we find contrary to 

what Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali asserts. Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b (rahimahull�h) stated:  

As for takfeer: then I make takfeer of whoever knows the deen of the Messenger of 

All�h (sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam) and then after this abuses it, forbids the people 

from it and oppresses whoever practices it, this is the one who I make takfeer of 

and most of the Ummah, all praise is due to All�h, are not like this (category of 

people).55  

He also said:  

We only make takfeer of whoever associates partners in worship with All�h and we 

likewise make takfeer of those who beautify this for the people.56  

However, this takfeer is based on the manhaj of Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah which safeguards 

the principles of the Sharee’ah which the Im�ms of the da’wah have highlighted in many 

instances; and this is only for the people of knowledge who are firmly grounded in Islamic 

knowledge. The Im�ms of the da’wah make a distinction between takfeer un-naw’ (making takfeer 
������������������������������������������������������������
54 http://idawah.co.uk/a/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=29&Itemid=59  
55 Ad-Durur as-Saniyyah, vol.1, p.83 
56 Ibid., vol.10, p.128�
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on account of the act) and takfeer al-’ayn (making specific takfeer of the person who committed the 

act of kufr). They apply kufr to the statement and the action, as mentioned in the Divine 

Legislation in the Qur’�n and Sunnah, but this does not necessitate making takfeer of whoever 

falls into those (sayings or actions of kufr). Shaykh ’AbdulLateef bin ’AbdurRahm�n bin Hasan 

stated:  

The fifth principle: it does not necessitate that doing one of the branches of eem�n by the 

servant leads him to be called ‘a believer’, just as it does not necessitate doing one of the 

branches of kufr leads him to be called ‘a disbeliever’. Even if the kufr committed is as 

mentioned in the hadeeth: “Two from my Ummah have kufr: those who curse the lineages of people 

and those who wail over the dead”; and the hadeeth, “Whoever swears and oath to other than All�h 

has disbelieved”, these hadeeth however do not rightfully allow the term ‘kufr’ to be applied 

to a person absolutely.57  

Rather, just we mentioned previously: the conditions have to be maintained and the preventative 

factors have to be exhausted. In regards to a specific (takfeer of someone) then the da’wah of 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b narrowed the scope for takfeer in accordance with the texts of 

the Sharee’ah and in any case takfeer exists within all of the Islamic Madh�hib that are linked to 

the Sunnah. You will not find a book of fiqh except that within it will be the regulations 

regarding the apostate, Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b did not make takfeer on account of sins 

as the Khaw�rij did. Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b said: 

I do not make takfeer of any of the Muslims due to sins and I do not expel them 

from the fold of Isl�m. 

He also said in another instance: 

Another matter that is mentioned to us from the enemies of Isl�m is that we make 

takfeer due to sins such as: using tobacco, drinking alcohol, committing zin� or 

due to any other major sin. We free ourselves for All�h from even saying this. 

The Shaykh (rahimahull�h) neither made takfeer generally nor of those who opposed him or did 

not pledge obedience to him. The Shaykh said in a letter to one of the scholars of ’Ir�q: 

Also from them (false allegations) is that you mentioned that I make takfeer of all 

the (Muslim) people except for those who follow me, this is incorrect. It is strange 

how this could even enter the mind of an intelligent person, or is this stated by a 

Muslim or a disbeliever or an astrologer or a madman?58 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b also said, in a letter to Ism�’�l al-Jara’� of Yemen: 

�
57 Ibid., vol.1, p.484 
58 Ibid., vol.1, p.80 
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As for the saying that we make takfeer generally then that is a falsehood invented 

by the enemies who block people from the deen by it. We say: glory be to All�h! 

This is a sheer lie!59 

Muhammad bin ’AbdulWahh�b did not make takfeer via conjecture, rather there has to be 

verification and in this way the ignorant is excused due to his ignorance and the proofs have to 

be established. Muhammad bin ’AbdulWahh�b said when explaining this in a letter to 

Muhammad ibn ‘Eeid, one of the religious personalities of Tharmada: 

As for the assertion of the enemies that I hold them to be disbelievers only by 

conjecture, or I hold an ignorant person against whom no argument has been 

established to be a disbeliever, then these are sheer lies and false accusations by 

those who intend to drive the people away from the deen of All�h and His 

Messenger.60      

Shaykh ’Abdull�h bin ash-Shaykh Muhammad bin ’AbdulWahh�b: 

We say about those who have died: those nations are gone and we do not make takfeer 

except of those to whom the truth of our da’wah was conveyed to, clarified to and the 

proofs were established upon and then rejected it out of pride and stubbornness.61 

Shaykh ’Abdull�h bin ’AbdulLateef said: 

Shaykh Muhammad (rahimahull�h) did not make takfeer of the people except via 

beginning with establishing the proofs and the da’wah, because at that time there 

was a dearth of knowledge of the message (of Isl�m) and for that reason he said 

‘due to their ignorance and the lack of anyone who makes them aware’. However, 

as for those who the proofs are established upon then there is nothing to prevent 

takfeer being made on such people.62 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b (rahimahull�h) did not make takfeer except in matters wherein 

there was a consensus, the Shaykh said with regards to the issue of abandoning the prayer out of 

laziness but without rejecting (the obligation of the prayer): 

We do not make takfeer except on those matters which all of the scholars have 

reached a consensus on.63 

�
59 Ibid. vol.1, p.10; also Majm�’ Mu’allaf�t is’-Shaykh, vol.5, p.100 
60 Ar-Ras�’il ash-Shakhsiyyah, ar-Ris�lah ath-Th�litha [The Third Treatise], pp.24-5; also Majmoo’ 

Mu’allaf�t is’-Shaykh, vol.5, p.25 
61 Ad-Durar as-Saniyyah, vol,1, p.134 
62 Ibid., vol.10, p.434 
63 Ibid., vol.1, p.102�
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The Im�m also stated (rahimahull�h) in a letter exonerating himself from fabrications concocted 

by Ibn Suhaym: 

All�h knows that the man ascribed to me what I never said and did not even occur 

to me. One such ascription is that “the people for the last six hundred years had 

not been on the right path” and that I hold anyone who seeks the intercession of 

pious people to be a disbeliever” and that I hold al-Busayree to be a disbeliever. 

My answer to all of these is: this is nothing more than false accusations!64 

In a letter to the Shareef of Makkah at the time, Im�m Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b stated: 

As for falsehoods and accusations, their example is the assertion that we hold the 

people to be disbelievers in general; that we hold migrating to us obligatory and 

that we affirm the disbelief of a person who does not hold to what we do and does 

not fight with us to be disbelievers. This and other such assertions are totally false 

levelled against us in order to drive the people away from the deen of All�h and His 

Messenger.65 

Rasheed Rid� stated: 

The books of the Shaykh contain what is contrary to the allegations. These books 

tell us that they do not pass the verdict of disbelief except against those who 

commit acts that are acts of disbelief according to the consensus of the Muslims.66  

Im�m Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahh�b (rahimahull�h) also stated: 

In regards to what has been said of me, that I make takfeer on the general body of 

Muslims then this a slander of the Enemies, as well as their saying that I say 

whoever adheres to the Religion of Allah and His Messenger while living in 

another land then it will not suffice him until he comes to me first then this also is a 

false accusation. Rather adherence to the Religion of Allah and His Messenger is 

done in any land however we do make takfeer of the one who affirms belief in the 

Religion of Allah and His Messenger then turns away from it and diverts the 

people from it, likewise whoever worships idols after knowing that it is the religion 

of the Polytheists and a form of beautification to the common people, then this is 

what we make takfeer of as does every scholar on the face of the earth, they make 

�
64 Ibid. vol.5, pp.11-12, 62 
65 Ibid. vol.3, p.11 
66 Muhammad Basheer ash-Sahaswani, Siy�nat ul-Ins�n min Wasawis id-Dahl�n (Riyadh: Najd 

Press, 1396 AH), p.485 
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takfeer of these people, except for the stubborn or ignorant person and Allah knows 

best, Wa Sal�m.67 

Henceforth, the Shaykh and Dr ’AbdusSal�m as-Sihaym�, a Professor from the Fiqh Department 

at the Sharee’ah College of the Islamic University of Madeenah stated in his book Fikr ul-Irh�b 

wa’l-’Unf fi’l-Mamlakati’l-’Arabiyyah as-Saudiyyah [The Ideology of Terrorism and Political Violence 

in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia]: 

After reviewing these transmitted statements it becomes clear that Im�m Muhammad ibn 

’AbdulWahh�b and the Im�ms of the da’wah after him traversed the methodology that the 

Prophet (sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam) and his companions traversed along with the successors 

(t�bi’een) and those who followed their way such as the four Im�ms, Shaykh ul-Isl�m Ibn 

Taymiyyah, Ibn ul-Qayyim and others from Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah. Shaykh 

Muhammad ibn ’AbdulWahhab did not oppose them at all.68  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

�
67 Taken from ad-Durar-us-Saniyyah (The Personal Letters of ash-Shaykh Muhammad bin ‘Abdil-

Wahh�b, rahimahull�h) letter no.19 page 57. Some of the quotes here were originally translated by 

our respected brother Ab� ‘Imr�n al-Mekseekee. 
68 ’AbdusSal�m bin S�lim bin Raj�’ as-Sihaym�, Fikr ul-Irh�b wa’l-’Unf fi’l-Mamlakati’l-’Arabiyyah 

as-Saudiyyah: Masdaruhu, Asb�bu Instish�ruhu, ’Il�j [The Ideology of Terrorism and Political 

Violence in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: Its Origins, the Reasons for its Spread and the Solution]. 

Cairo: Dar ul-Menhaj, 1426 AH/2005 CE, p.45. 
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AATTTTEEMMPPTTSS  TTOO  DDIIVVOORRCCEE  TTHHEE  SSAALLAAFF��  MMEETTHHOODDOOLLOOGGYY  FFRROOMM  

SSUUNNNN��  TTRRAADDIITTIIOONN  BBYY  RREEFFEERRRRIINNGG  TTOO  IITT  AASS  BBEEIINNGG  AA  NNEEWWLLYY  

FFAANNGGLLEEDD  PPHHEENNOOMMEENNOONN  OORR  ‘‘WWAAHHHHAABBIISSMM’’
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This approach of trying to divorce Salaf�yyah from the Sunni tradition has unfortunately become 

widespread among some quarters, particularly the ‘traditional Islam’ movement [which Abu 

Ja’far al-Hanbali is affiliated] and from a variety of academics. Writings from Oliveti (2001), 

Sageman (2004), Roald (2004), Stemmann (2006), Sibler and Bhatt (2007), Cesari (2008), 

Nahouza (2009), Duderija (2010) and Abu Louz (2010) are all in this very vein. Musawi for 

example, from the Quilliam Foundation, states:69 

It is important to note that the vast majority of religious discussions on these sites 

are informed by the Wahhabi understanding of Islam and it is very rare to find 

opinions from the M�lik�, Hanaf�, or Sh�fi’� schools of Sunni jurisprudence 

expressed, which is especially peculiar given that the Salaf�s and Wahhabi 

understanding of Islam is not a historically recognised school of Sunni 

jurisprudence. 

Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali also holds the same view as mentioned above from the Quilliam 

Foundation regarding the Salaf� method. 

 

Without going into an exhaustive history of the Islamic jurisprudence, it is important here to 

look at the suggestion that the Salaf� trend has no roots within the Islamic tradition. This, and 

similar arguments, posit that Salaf�yyah only became popularised in either one of the following 

historical points in history:  

� After the time of Ibn Taymiyyah 

� the nineteenth century after the successful efforts of Muhammad bin ’AbdulWahh�b 

� or in the 1980s with the boom of “Gulf Arab-Petro-dollars” as is often claimed!70  

�
69 Mohammed Ali Musawi, Cheering for Osama: How Jihadists Use Internet Discussion Forums 

(London: Quilliam Foundation, 2010), p.18. 
70 It is important to note that many Salaf� organisations that are based in Europe and America, and in 

other parts of the world in fact, are self-funded endeavours with absolutely no funding or financing 

from “Gulf Arab Petro-dollars” whatsoever. Yet this aspect is never studied or explored by certain 

academics and is glossed over, largely due to intellectual denial. 
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Firstly, it is important to highlight that what is commonly known as ‘Salaf�sm’ is essentially the 

approach of what was also known in the past as the “Ahl ul-Hadith”. Even Goldziher 

recognised, based on the research of other scholars, that: 

...it cannot be doubted that the two designations ahl al-hadith and ahl al-ra’y originally 

referred to branches of legists occupied with the investigation of Islamic law: the former 

concerned with the study of transmitted sources, and the latter with the practical aspects of 

the law.71 

Shah states: 

The Sunnites or ahl-al-Sunna represent the principal religious denomination within the 

Islamic tradition and are divided along theological lines into several camps: the staunch 

traditionalists (ahl-al-hadith); the Ash’arites and the M�tur�dites.72  

Dr Jonathan Brown also explains the roots accurately when he states (bold type his): 

In the wake of the tenth-century Ash’ar� synthesis, some Muslim theologians still 

maintained the strict details of the early Sunni creed. This continuation of the original 

Sunni theological school is often referred to as the Salaf� school of theology (because they 

claim to follow the righteous early Muslim community, or the Salaf) or as followers of 

‘Traditional (Athar�)’ or ahl al-hadith theology. Famous adherents of this school include the 

S�f� ’Abdul�h al-Ans�r� (d. 481/1089) of Herat and the Damascene scholar Ibn Taymiyya 

(d. 728/1328).73 

Brown then states (bold type ours): 

Adherents of the Salaf� school felt that the Ash’ar�s had allowed the influence of 

rationalism to lead them astray from the true beliefs of Muhammad. How could 

they claim that a sah�h hadith cannot provide a reliable basis for belief, demanded 

the Salaf� scholar Ab� Nasr al-W�’il� of Mecca (d. 444/1052), but that frail human 

reason can?74 

Brown then goes on to note that the Ahl ul-Had�th methodology is espoused by contemporary 

had�th-based Salaf� trends around the world today. This historical background to Salaf�sm 

however is absent from some contemporary academic papers, and think tank ‘reports’, which 
�

71 Ignaz Goldziher, trans. and ed. Wolfgang Behn, The Zahiris: Their Doctrine and Their History 

(Leiden: Brill, 1971), p.3. 
72 Mustafa Shah, “Trajectories in the Development of Islamic Theological Thought: the Synthesis of 

Kal�m” in Religion Compass, vol.1, no.4 (2007), pp.430-454. 
73 Jonathan A.C. Brown, Hadith: Muhammad’s Legacy in the Medieval and Modern World (Oxford: 

Oneworld Publications, 2009), pp.181-182. 
74 Ibid., p.182�
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present Salaf�sm as a post-modern monolithic block which merely arose in either nineteenth 

century Arabia, early twentieth century Egypt or the 1980s due to the proliferation of “Gulf 

Arab Petro-dollars”. Let us now turn to the Islamic traditionalist and juristic sources and the 

classical biographical dictionaries. We find for example Im�m Ab� Sa’d ’AbdulKareem as-

Sam’�n� (d.562 AH/1166 CE) stating in his book al-Ans�b, vol.7, p.104:  

As-Salaf�: this is an ascription to the Salaf and following their ways, in that which is 

related from them.75 

lbn ul-Ath�r (d.630 AH/1233 CE) said in al-Lub�b f� Tahdh�b ul-lns�b (vol.2, p.162), commenting 

upon the previous saying of as-Sam’�n�: “And a group were known by this ascription.” 

Muhammad bin Khalaf bin Hayy�n (also well known as Wak�’ and died in 306 AH/918 CE) the 

famous scholar, geographer and historian stated in his book Akhb�r ul-Qud�t when discussing the 

biography of Ism�’eel bin Hamm�d:  

 

������������������������������������������������������������
75 Im�m Ab� Sa’d ’AbdulKareem bin Muhammad bin Mans�r at-Tam�m� as-Sam’�n�, al-Ans�b (Cairo: 

Maktabah Ibn Taymiyyah, 1396 AH/1976 CE, ed. Muhammad ’Aww�mah), vol.7, p.104. 

Im�m Ab� Sa’d ’AbdulKareem (d. 562 AH/1167 CE) was from a well-known lineage of scholars and 

was the grandson of Im�m Abu’l-Mudhaffar bin Muhammad bin ’AbdulJabb�r bin Ahmad at-Tam�m� 

as-Sam’�n� al-Marwaz�, who was a Hanaf� and then a Sh�fi’� (426-489 AH/1035-1096 CE), the author 

of al-Intis�r li Ash�b il-Hadeeth.  

The work, al-Ans�b, was originally edited by Shaykh ’AbdurRahm�n bin Yahy� al-Mu’allim� al-

Yam�n� who completed up to the sixth volume of it, this was printed in Hyderabad, India by D�’irat 

ul-Ma’�rif al-Isl�miyyah in 1382 AH/1962 CE. Then under the supervision of Sharafuddeen Ahmad, 

the director of D�’irat ul-Ma’�rif al-’Uthm�niyyah, it was continued in 1396/1976 and completed in 

1402/1982. In 1400/1980 Maktabat Ibn Taymiyyah in Cairo printed the first six volumes of al-

Mu’allim� and then Muhammad ’Aww�mah completed vols.7 and 8. Professor Riyadh ’AbdulHameed 

Mur�d edited the ninth volume of it and Dr ’AbdulFatt�h al-Hilwu edited the tenth volume, while 

Riyadh ’AbdulHameed Mur�d along with Muhammad Mut�’ al-H�fidh supervised editing the eleventh 

volume in 1404 /1984. Professor Akram al-B�sh� edited the twelfth volume which was the completion 

of the entire work. The book was also published in Beirut by D�r ul-Jann�n (aka D�r ul-Fikr) in 

1408/1988 with an introduction and commentary by ’Abdull�h ’Umar al-B�r�d�. The work was also 

printed by D�r Ihy� Tur�th al-Isl�m� with an introduction by Muhammad Ahmad Hall�q with a 

signature of Muhammad ’Abdurrahm�n al-Mar’ashl�. This print claims to be the first authentic edition 

of the work based on the manuscript of the work from Muhamamd Ameen Damaj in Beirut, yet this is 

exactly the same manuscript which was utilised by Maktabat Ibn Taymiyyah in Cairo anyway!    
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“They said: Ism�’eel bin Hamm�d bin Ab� Hanafiyyah was a true Salaf� (K�n� 

Salaf�yyan Saheehan).”76  

The historian of Isl�m, Im�m Muhammad bin Ahmad adh-Dhahab� (673-748 or 776 AH/1274-

1348 or 1374 CE) stated in Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’ [Biographies of Notable Figures] when 

presenting the biography of ’Uthm�n bin Khurraz�d:  

 
“I say: trust is a part of the religion and precision is included within 

meticulousness, so what the H�fidh needs is to be: pious, intelligent, a 

grammarian, purified, shy and Salaf�...”77  

Adh-Dhahab� also stated in the biography of al-Fasaw�: 

 
I say: this story is disconnected and All�h knows best. For I did not know Ya’q�b 

al-Fasaw� except that he was Salaf� and he authored a small book on the Sunnah.78 

Im�m Adh-Dhahab� also transmitted in Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.16, p.457 (Beirut: Mu’assasat 

ur-Ris�lah, 1417 AH/1996 CE, 11th Print, critically edited by Shu’ayb al-Arna’�t and Akram al-

B�shay�), from ad-D�raqutn� that he said  

 

“…there is nothing more despised to me than ’Ilm ul-Kal�m…” 

Then adh-Dhahab� said about ad-D�raqutn�:  

������������������������������������������������������������
76 Ab� Bakr Muhammad bin Khalaf bin Hayy�n bin Sadaq bin ad-Dabb� al-Baghd�d� (Wak�’), Akhb�r 

ul-Qud�t (Beirut: �lam ul-Kutub, n.d., ed. Sa’eed Muhammad al-Lahh�m), p.342. The work was also 

printed by Matba’ah at-Tij�riyyah al-Kubr� in Cairo with the edit of ’Abdul’Azeez  Mustaf� al-Mar�gh� 

in 1366 AH/1947 CE. 
77 Im�m Shamsuddeen Muhammad bin Ahmad adh-Dhahab�, Siyar A’l�m un-Nubala’ (Beirut: 

Mu’assasat ur-Ris�lah, 9th Print, 1413 AH/1993, eds. Shu’ayb al-Arna’�t and ’Ali Ab� Zayd), vol.13, 

p.380. 
78 Ibid., vol.13, p.183. 
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“I say: the man never ever got involved in ’Ilm ul-Kal�m or argumentation – rather 

he was Salaf�. This statement (about the dislike of ’Ilm ul-Kal�m) was heard from 

him by Ab� ’AbdurRahm�n as-Sulam�.”79  

Adh-Dhahab� stated in the biography of Muhammad bin Muhammad bin al-Mufaddal al-

Bahr�n�: “he was religious, charitable and Salaf�...”80 Adh-Dhahab� also stated in the 

biography of Yahy� bin Ish�q bin Khaleel ash-Shayb�n�: “He had understanding of the 

madhhab, good, humble, Salaf�...”81  Adh-Dhahab� stated in the biography of Ibn Hubayrah 

in Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.20, p.426:  

 
“…he used to know the madhhab, Arabic and ’Ar�dh (prosody), he was Salaf� and 

Athar�…”82  

Im�m Adh-Dhahab� stated in Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.23, p.118 in the biography of Ibn ul-

Majd:  

 
“He was thiqah, precise, intelligent, Salaf� and pious...”83 

������������������������������������������������������������
79 Im�m Shamsuddeen Muhammad bin Ahmad adh-Dhahab�, Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, (Beirut: 

Mu’assasat ur-Ris�lah, 1417 AH/1996, 11th Print, eds. Shu’ayb al-Arna’�t and Akram al-B�shay�), 

vol.16, p.457. 
80 Mu’jam ush-Shuy�kh, vol.2, p.280. 
81 Ibid., vol.2, p.369. 
82 Im�m Shamsuddeen Muhammad bin Ahmad adh-Dhahab�, Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, (Beirut: 

Mu’assasat ur-Ris�lah, 1417 AH/1996, 11th Print, eds. Shu’ayb al-Arna’�t and Muhammad Na’eem al-

’Arqas�s�), vol.20, p.426. 
83 Im�m Shamsuddeen Muhammad bin Ahmad adh-Dhahab�, Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, (Beirut: 

Mu’assasat ur-Ris�lah, 1417 AH/1996, 11th Print, eds. by Dr Bashh�r ’Aww�d Ma’roof and Dr Muhy� 

Hil�l as-Sadh�n), vol.23, p.118. 
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Im�m Adh-Dhahab� also stated in Siyar A’l�m un-Nubal�’, vol.23, p.142, when discussing the life 

of Ibn as-Sal�h: 

 
“I say: he possesses amazing glory (Jal�lah ’Ajeebah), grandeur (Waq�r), standing 

(Haybah), eloquence (Fas�hah) and beneficial knowledge (’Ilm un-N�fi’). He was 

firm in religion, completely Salaf� (Salaf� al-Jumlah) and correct in creed (Saheeh 

an-Nihlah). He suffices from indulging in the slip-ups and believed in All�h and 

what arrived from All�h regarding His Names and Descriptions.”84   

Im�m Adh-Dhahab� also stated in his book T�r�kh ul-Isl�m wa Wafay�t al-Mash�heer wa’l-A’l�m 

(D�r ul-Gharb al-Isl�m� Print), vol.10, p.202 and vol.31, p.142 (D�r ul-Kutub al-’Arab� Print, 

1414 AH/1994 CE, ed. Dr ’Umar Tadmur�) when discussing the obituaries of the year 463 AH 

and the biography of Y�suf bin ’Abdull�h bin Muhammad bin ’AbdulBarr bin ’�sim an-Nimr� 

al-Qurtub�: 

 
“I say: he was Salaf� in creed and firm in religiosity.”85 

Im�m adh-Dhahab� stated in T�r�kh ul-Isl�m wa Wafay�t al-Mashaheer wa’l-A’l�m86 when discussion 

the obituaries of 551 AH, in the biography of Nab� bin Muhammad bin Mahf�dh Abi’l-Bay�n: 
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84 Ibid., vol.23, p.142. 
85 Al-H�fidh al-Mu’arrikh Shamssuddeen Muhamamd bin Ahmad bin ’Uthm�n adh-Dhahab�, T�reekh 

ul-Isl�m wa Wafay�t al-Mash�heer wa’l-A’l�m: Wafay�t 460-470 AH (Beirut: D�r ul-Kutub al-

’Arab�, 1414 AH/1994, ed. Dr ’Umar ’AbdusSal�m Tadmur�, Professor of Islamic History at the 

University of Lebanon), vol.31, p.142. 
86 Im�m adh-Dhahab� stated in T�r�kh ul-Isl�m wa Wafay�t al-Mashaheer wa’l-A’l�m, vol.12, p.37 

(D�r ul-Gharb al-Isl�m� Print); and vol.38, p.68 (D�r ul-Kutub al-’Arab� Print, 1415 AH/1995 CE), ed. 

Dr ’Umar Tadmur�. 
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“He was of immense estimation, a scholar, practioner, ascetic, devout, a pious 

worshipper, an Im�m in the Arabic language, a jurist, Sh�fi’� in Madhhab, Salaf� in 

creed and a caller to the Sunnah. He has writings, compilations, much in the way 

of poetry…Neither Ibn ’As�kir mentioned him in his T�r�kh nor Ibn Khallik�n in 

al-A’y�n.”  

Im�m adh-Dhahab� stated in T�r�kh ul-Isl�m wa Wafay�t al-Mashaheer wa’l-A’l�m, vol.12, p.1032 

(D�r ul-Gharb al-Isl�m� Print) when discussing the obituaries of 595 AH [1198 CE], in the 

biography of ’AbdulKh�liq bin Abi’l-Baq�’ bin al-Bandar al-Har�m�: 

“He was trustworthy, righteous, good and Salaf�.” 

Im�m adh-Dhahab� stated in T�r�kh ul-Isl�m wa Wafay�t al-Mashaheer wa’l-A’l�m when discussing 

the obituaries of 645 AH [1247 CE], in the biography of ’AbdurRaheem ibn al-H�fidh al-Q�d� 

al-Qurash� az-Zubayr�: 

 
“…and he was abstinent, righteous, religious and Salaf�.”87 

Im�m adh-Dhahab� stated in T�r�kh ul-Isl�m wa Wafay�t al-Mashaheer wa’l-A’l�m when discussing 

the obituaries of 646 AH [1248 CE], in the biography of ’Ali bin Yahy� bin al-Makhz�m� al-

Baghd�d�: 

 
“He was Sunn�, Salaf� and Athar�; may All�h have mercy on him.”88 

Sal�huddeen Khaleel bin Abayk as-Safad� (d. 764 AH/1363 CE) in his book al-W�f� bi’l-Wafay�t 

noted in the biography of Muhammad bin Ab� Bakr bin ’�s� bin Badr�n al-Akhn�’�: 
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87 Ibid., vol.14, p.519 (D�r ul-Gharb al-Isl�m� Print); and vol.47, p.276 (D�r ul-Kutub al-’Arab� Print, 

1419 AH/1997 CE), ed. Dr ’Umar Tadmur�. 
88 Ibid., vol.14, p.553 (D�r ul-Gharb al-Isl�m� Print) and vol.47, p.324 (D�r ul-Kutub al-’Arab� Print, 

1419 AH/1997 CE), ed. Dr ’Umar Tadmur�. 
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“He was a lover of narration and Salaf� in method.”89 

As-Safad� also mentioned in al-W�f� bi’l-Wafay�t in the biography of Ibr�heem bin Sa’dull�h bin 

Jam�’ah bin ’Ali bin Jam�’ah bin H�zim bin Sakhr, az-Z�hid al-’�bid, Ab� Ish�q al-Kin�n� al-

Hamaw�: 

 
“…he was righteous, good, abundant in dhikr and Salaf� in beliefs. His son, the 

head judge, Badruddeen Muhammad bin Jam�’ah narrated from him, and he his 

mentioned among the Muhadditheen has been mentioned prior.”90 

As-Safad� also highlighted in al-W�f� bi’l-Wafay�t in the biography of Sal�h bin Th�mir Abi’l-Fadl 

al-Ja’bar� ash-Sh�fi’�: 

 

“He was of pleasant form, tall, of good character, good, chaste and Salaf� in method.”91 

As-Safad� stated in al-W�f� bi’l-Wafay�t in the biography of ’AbdurRahm�n bin Muhammad Ab� 

H�mid at-Tabr�z� ash-Sh�fi’�: 

 

“He was Salaf�, a speaker of truth and a possessor of tranquility and sincerity.”92 

As-Safad� also noted in al-W�f� bi’l-Wafay�t in the biography of ’AbdurRahm�n bin Makhl�f bin 

Jam�’ah bin Raj�’ ar-Rab’� al-Iskandar� al-M�lik�: 
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89 Sal�huddeen Khaleel bin Abayk as-Safad�, al-W�f� bi’l-Wafay�t, vol. 2, p.260 (Mu’assassat ur-

Ris�lah Print) and vol.2, p.194 (Beirut: D�r ul-Ihy� Tur�th al-’Arab� Print, 1420 AH/2000 CE, eds. 

Ahmad al-Arna’�t and Turk� Mustaf�). 
90 Volume 5, p.270 (Mu’assassat ur-Ris�lah Print) and vol.5, p.231 (Beirut: D�r Ihy� Tur�th al-’Arab� 

Print, 1420 AH/2000 CE, eds. Ahmad al-Arna’�t and Turk� Mustaf�). 
91 Volume 20, p.2231 (Mu’assassat ur-Ris�lah Print) and vol.16, p.146 (Beirut: D�r Ihy� Tur�th al-

’Arab� Print, 1420 AH/2000 CE, eds. Ahmad al-Arna’�t and Turk� Mustaf�). 
92 Volume 24, p.2603 (Mu’assassat ur-Ris�lah Print) and vol.18, p.155 (Beirut: D�r Ihy� Tur�th al-

’Arab� Print, 1420 AH/2000 CE, eds. Ahmad al-Arna’�t and Turk� Mustaf�). 
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“…he was alone in reporting lofty Salaf� sections (Ajz�’ ’�liyyah Salaf�yyah) and he 

had insight of the conditions and was prominent in regards to them. Al-W�n� and 

Ibn Sayyid an-N�s heard from him…”93 

As-Safad� stated in his book A’y�n ul-’Asr wa A’w�n un-Nasr in regards to ’AbdurRahm�n bin 

Muhammad at-Tabr�z�: 

 

“He was a speaker of the truth, an establisher of truthfulness, Salaf� in creed, a 

possessor of tranquility, sincerity and ijtih�d…”94 

As-Safad� also stated in A’y�n ul-’Asr wa A’w�n un-Nasr with regards to Muhammad bin Ab� Bakr 

bin ’�s� al-Akhn�’�: 

 

“Salaf� in method, a real Salaf�, a lover of narration and he gave it the utmost 

importance.”95   

Ab� Bakr bin Ahmad bin Q�d� Shuhbah (d. 851 AH) stated in Tabaq�t ush-Sh�fi’iyyah (’�lam ul-

Kutub Print), vol.2, p.161, in regards to the biography of Ahmad bin Ahmad bin Ni’mah al-

Maqdis�: “He was firm in religiosity, good in belief and Salaf� in creed.” Im�m Ahmad bin 

’Ali bin Hajar al-’Asqal�n� (d. 852 AH/1449 CE) stated in Lis�n ul-M�z�n in the biography of 

Muhammad bin al-Q�sim bin Sufy�n:  
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93 Volume 24, p.2605 (Mu’assassat ur-Ris�lah Print) and vol.18, p.158 (Beirut: D�r Ihy� Tur�th al-

’Arab� Print, 1420 AH/2000 CE, eds. Ahmad al-Arna’�t and Turk� Mustaf�). 
94 Sal�huddeen Khaleel bin Abayk as-Safad�, A’y�n ul-’Asr wa A’w�n un-Nasr, D�r ul-Fikr Print, 

vol.4, p.415; and Beirut and Damascus: D�r ul-Fikr, 1418 AH/1998 CE, eds. Dr ’Ali Ab� Zayd, 

Muhammad Mu’awwid, Mahm�d S�lim Muhammad et al., vol.3, p.37. 
95 D�r ul-Fikr Print, vol.6, p.773; and Beirut and Damascus: D�r ul-Fikr, 1418 AH/1998 CE, eds. Dr 

’Ali Ab� Zayd, Muhammad Mu’awwid, Mahm�d S�lim Muhammad et al., vol.4, p.361. 
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“He was the head of the M�lik�s of Egypt and of all of them had memorised the 

most from the Madhhab, along with being precise in regards to the arts of history 

and literature. Alongside this, he possessed religion and wara’. He authored 

Ahk�m ul-Qur’�n, Man�qib M�lik, al-Man�sik, al-W�h� fi’l-Fiqh and other works. 

He was Salaf� in Madhhab.”96 

Im�m ’AbdurRahm�n bin Ab� Bakr as-Suy�t� (d. 911 AH/1505 CE) stated in Tadhkirat ul-Huff�dh 

(D�r ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah Print), p.503 in the biography of Ibn as-Sal�h: 

“He was of the notable of the deen, one of the virtues of his era in tafseer, hadeeth 

and fiqh. He participated in a number of arts and was an ocean of knowledge in 

Us�l and Fur�’. He indeed put forth an example to be followed, he was Salaf�, a 

Z�hid, of sound creed and possessed glory.” 

’AbdulHayy bin Ahmad ad-Dimashq� (d. 1089 AH/1678 CE), well-known as Ibn ul-’Im�d, 

stated in Shadhar�t udh-Dhahab f� Akhb�r man Dhahab (D�r ul-Fikr Print), vol.2, p.160, in regards 

to the biography of Muhammad ibn Mahf�dh bin al-Hawr�n�: 

“He was of great estimation, a scholar, a practitioner, ascetic, pious, humble, an 

adherent to knowledge, action and investigation. He was of abundant worship and 

Mur�qabah, Salaf� in creed and of great standing, staying away from reputation, he 

adhered to the Sunnah.” 

Ibn ul-’Im�d also stated in Shadhar�t udh-Dhahab f� Akhb�r man Dhahab (D�r ul-Fikr Print), vol.3, 

p.37, in regards to the biography of Ab� ’Umar bin ’�t an-Nafar� ash-Sh�tib�:  

“He was amazing in arranging texts, knowledge of narrators and literature. He was 

ascetic, Salaf� and chaste.” 

’AbdulQ�dir bin Badr�n ad-Dimishq� (d. 1346 AH/1928 CE) stated in al-Madkhal li� Madhhab al-

Im�m Ahmad bin Hanbal: 

�
96 Im�m Ahmad bin ’Ali bin Hajar al-’Asqal�n�, Lis�n ul-M�z�n (Beirut: Mu’assasat al-A’l�m�, 

1406/1986 CE, eds. D�’irat al-Ma’arif an-Nidh�miyyah in Hyderabad), vol.5, p.348. 
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“Later he announced his creed in his book entitled al-Ib�nah ’an Madhhab Ahl il-

Haqq and within it he frankly stated that his Madhhab was that of the Sah�bah and 

those who follow them in goodness. Whoever understood his intents became a pure 

a Salaf�…”97 

On page 492 Ibn Badr�n stated:  

“Of his works in which he transmitted the Us�l ud-Deen which contains that 

which is sufficient for whoever was Salaf�.” 

On page 494 Ibn Badr�n stated:  

“This creed of his was pure Salaf�, would that the Hanaf�s after him followed this 

creed as the foundation of their beliefs.” 

Kam�luddeen Abu’l-Q�sim ’Umar ibn Ahmad ibn Ab� Jar�dah ibn al-’Adeem (589-660 

AH/1193-1262 CE) mentioned in his book Bughyat ut-Talab f� T�reekh Halab [The Ultimate Quest 

Regarding the History of Aleppo] when discussing the biography of Abu’l-Fath ar-R�h�w� that:  

«:�%��4 :�%;��< =:�1>;� :��
� :��?� :�@%< (�)�» 

He was a Shaykh, good, religious, prolific in worship, Sh�fi’� and Salaf�.98 

Ibn ul-’Adeem also relays in vol.10, p.4723 when discussing the biography of the jurist al-Burh�n 

ar-Rund�: 
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�
97 ’AbdulQ�dir bin Badr�n ad-Dimishq�, al-Madkhal li� Madhhab al-Im�m Ahmad bin Hanbal 

(Beirut: Mu’assasat ur-Ris�lah, 1981 ed. Shaykh ’Abdull�h bin ’AbdulMuhsin at-Turk�), pp.49-50. 
98 Kam�luddeen Abu’l-Q�sim ’Umar ibn Ahmad ibn Ab� Jar�dah ibn al-’Adeem, Bughyat ut-Talab f� 

T�reekh Halab [The Ultimate Quest Regarding the History of Aleppo] (D�r ul-Fikr Print), vol.10, 

p.4565.�
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“He was one of the precise jurists of Halab (Aleppo) and was Hanaf� in Madhhab. 

I did not know his full name but then I came across it in a religious verdict which 

he gave along with ’Al�’uddeen ’AbdurRahm�n al-Ghaznaw� and Sharafuddeen bin 

Ab� ’Asroon in regards to a man who they were asked about who says “I am Salaf� 

in Madhhab”99 but claims that All�h is in a direction. Ar-Rund� gave his verdict 

saying: “As for the Salaf us-S�lih, may All�h be pleased with them all, then they did 

not affirm for All�h whatever was not possible for His Majestic Right such as newly 

invented terms related to bodies (Ajs�m), incidental attributes (A’r�d) and 

substances (Jaw�hir)…”100   

Im�m as-S�b�n� (rahimahull�h) stated: 

Verily, the Ahl ul-Hadeeth hold firm to the Book and the Sunnah, may All�h 

preserve their lives and have mercy on their dead. They bear witness to All�h’s 

Oneness and of the Messenger’s Message and Prophethood. 

Ibn Taymiyyah stated: 

By “Ahl ul-Hadeeth” we do not mean that we restrict this to those who listen to 

hadeeth, write them down and narrate them. Rather, we mean by “Ahl ul-Hadeeth” 

all who most deserve the name in terms of preserving it, knowledge of it and 

understanding it outwardly and inwardly, and following it outwardly and inwardly, 

and like wise the Ahl ul-Qur’�n.101 

Ibn Ab� H�tim ar-R�z� stated: 

Our madhhab and our choice is: following the Messenger of All�h (sallall�hu 

’alayhi wassallam), his companions and the successors, and adhering to the 

madhhab of Ahl ul-Athar like: Ab� ’Abdill�h Ahmad bin Hanbal.102 

And this is mentioned in much of the statements of the Im�ms such as: Ab� Nasr as-Sijz�, Ibn 

Taymiyyah, as-Saf�r�n�, and others from the people of knowledge. Due to that they were 

ascribed with the named ‘Athar’ and technically: al-Athar is synonymous in meaning to: the 

hadeeth. As for the meaning of “Ahl ul-Athar” is as as-Saf�r�n� stated: 

�
99 The one who says “I am Salaf� in Madhhab” intends by this: ascription to the Madhhab of the Salaf 

us-S�lih and an adherent to their way in regards to All�h’s Names and Attributes. 
100 It is incorrect to negate or affirm terminologies which are not corroborated in the Book and Sunnah 

such as Jihah [direction], Jism [body], ’Arad [incidental attribute], Jawhar [substances] and other 

attributes of the creation an newly arisen objects. Likewise, it is incorrect to say that the Salaf us-S�lih 

used to affirm or negate these things due to the lack of transmission from them in this regard.�
101 Majm�’ al-Fat�w�, vol.4, p.95 
102 Sharh Us�l ‘I’tiq�d Ahl us-Sunnah, vol.1, p.179 
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Those who take their ’aqeedah from what is reported from All�h, The Glorious, in 

His Book and within the sunnah of the Prophet (sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam), or 

from what has been verified and authenticated from the Salaf us-S�lih from the 

noble companions and those splendid ones who succeeded them…103 

Thus, the contemporary Salaf� Im�m Muhammad N�siruddeen al-Alb�n� stated:  

“There is no doubt that the naming is clear, lucid, distinguished and apparent, that 

we say: ‘I am a Muslim who follows the Book and Sunnah in accordance with the 

methodology of our pious predecessors’ which is that you say in brief: ‘I am 

Salaf�’.”104 

This is the meaning of “Ahl us-Sunnah” according to the agreement of the Salaf.105 As a result, in 

order to be known by names which would distinguish them from heretical beliefs, they utilised 

titles rooted in the Islamic texts such as “Ahl us-Sunnah”, “Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah”, “Ahl 

ul-Hadeeth wa’l-Athar” etc. However, when some heretical sects also named themselves as “Ahl 

us-Sunnah” even though they did not have the beliefs of Ahl us-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah, the actual 

Ahl us-Sunnah then began to use the names of “Salaf�” adding the caveat of following the 

Qur’an and the Sunnah as understood by the early Muslim generation and tradition. 

 

AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  AALL--HHAANNBBAALLII  AANNDD  HHIISS  MMAADDHHHHAABB  PPAARROOCCHHIIAALLIISSMM

�����������������������������������������������������������

    
Hasan an-N�b� al-Misr� al-Amr�k� [aka Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali], in carrying over his Takf�r� 

fanaticism to the ‘traditional Islam’ movement, has demonstrated excessiveness in Madhhab 

parochialism. In a talk entitled Manhaj of the Salaf: Who Truly Follows Qur’�n and Sunnah, conducted 

at Shah Jalal Mosque in Loughborough on Sunday 10th October 2010 this excessiveness can be 

witnessed. He claims in the talk, Part 4 of the Youtube version of the lecture that: “all of the 

companions fit into one of the four Madhhabs”. This is an excessive statement, instead of 

saying the Madhhabs actually fit into the way of the Companions Abu Ja’far says the opposite as 

if the Companions are answerable and accountable to the Four Madhhabs!? 

      In this issue Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali displays further idtir�b, for it is a must for people to ask 

the people of knowledge regarding matters there are ignorant of and for answers to questions 

they have. Scholars have to be referred back to, however to impose following “one of the Four 

Madhhabs and nothing else” then this is something which has its roots in the 4-5th Centuries 

after the Hijrah and was not found among the Salaf. Many of the ‘traditional Islam’ movement 

�
103 Law�mi’ al-Anw�r, vol.1, p.64. 
104 Majallat al-As�lah, vol.9, p.90. 
105 Wasitiyyah Ahl us-Sunnah Bayna al-Furuq, p.119.  
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simplistically think that the Salaf� youth make up their own fat�w� via sifting through hadeeth 

collections and then arriving at ijtih�d. They thus think that Salaf�s do not refer to scholars and 

merely refer to books, yet this is definitely against the manhaj of those who follow the way of the 

Salaf. This mistake of theirs emanates from their misunderstanding that if taqleed is to be 

abandoned then ijtih�d must be the only viable alternative, and this is a gross misrepresentation 

of the issue. Im�m Ibn ’AbdulBarr stated in his book J�mi’ Bay�n ul-’Ilm wa Fadlihi, vol.2, p.173, in 

a statement which the Madhhabists are in denial of, that: 

) �� /�>Zk�� =$;
!l�� 2 .�� /0�m ���� =.%�5 .�n��� $o� k S0+ Y] /0U!�� /!l�� 2 p��;� 1%����

$o� .%�5 B>_.(  

“The meaning of taqleed in the Divine Legislation is returning back to a statement 

and not the actual proof of the one who made the statement – this is prohibited in 

the Divine Legislation, rather [what should be applied] is al-Ittiba’ of what the 

evidence establishes.”  

Im�m al-Alb�n� stated in Silsilah Hud� wa N�r, no.331: 
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Therefore, we say to the Muqallids, in another way: we do not merely reject 

taqleed, and I hope that this idea is manifest to us all, we do not reject the basis of 

taqleed. Rather, we reject taqleed as a religion and making it a Madhhab and 

deen...this is what we reject. As for ittib�’ [following based on investigation] a 

scholar whom we trust in terms of his knowledge, then you call that ‘taqleed’ and 

that is fully accepted, this is obligatory. Yet what is of importance to us now is the 

naming: taqleed or ittib�’, we call this form: ittib�’. Therefore, we reject taqleed as 

a religion and we do not reject taqleed as a dire necessity which cannot be escaped 

from, for even the biggest scholar in the world is not able to be free of [this 

necessity of] taqleed. 
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Im�m al-Alb�n� (rahimahull�h) also stated:  

“This is a clear error according to us, because the alternative to the prohibited 

taqleed is the obligatory ittib�’ (conformity based upon evidence) upon every 

Muslim, and there is a clear difference between the two. Ab� ‘Abdull�h ibn 

Khuwayz Mind�d al-Basr� al-M�lik� said: “The meaning of taqleed in the sharee’ah 

refers to one whose statement is not a proof. He is prohibited from that (statement) 

by the sharee’ah, and al-Ittib�’ is what is affirmed by evidence.” And he said in 

another place, “Everyone whose statement you follow without there being an 

evidence to obligate that for you, then you are his muqallid (blind-follower). And 

taqleed is not correct in the Religion of All�h. And everyone whose statement you 

are obligated to follow with evidence, then you are his muttabi’ (follower based 

upon evidence). And al-Ittib�’ is correct in the Religion, whilst taqleed is 

prohibited.” …And the conclusive statement is that the callers to the sunnah do 

not obligate ijtih�d except for one who has the aptitude for it. They obligate al-

Ittib�’ upon every Muslim and they prohibit – in following the salaf – taqleed, 

except for one who is under necessity and cannot reach the sunnah. So whoever 

attributes to them other than this, then this is transgression and exceeding the 

bounds, and whosoever attacks them, then this is only an attack upon the Salaf and 

from amongst them are the four Im�ms…”106 

Shaykh Muhammad Ibn ‘�d al-Abb�s�, one of the students of Im�m al-Alb�n� stated:  

So al-Alb�n� clarified to him [i.e. at-Tant�w�] that the Salafiyyeen see an 

intermediate level here between ijtih�d and taqleed. It is al-Ittib�’ and from its 

adherents are those who have knowledge of the language and sharee’ah and they 

are capable of understanding what is being said. However, they have not reached 

the level of ijtih�d. So it is upon them to look into the views of the mujtahideen and 

take one that has the strongest evidence. And this group consists of the majority of 

the ummah…meaning, they are not complete ignoramuses incapable of 

understanding the sharee’ah evidences, nor are they scholars capable of ijtih�d. So 

this group is capable of understanding sharee’ah evidences and reading books and 

�
106 Im�m Muhammad N�sirud-Deen al-Alb�n�, Fundamentals of the Salafee Methodology – An 

Isl�mic Manual for Reform (Toronto: Troid Publications, 2003 CE), p.92 - quoting Ibn ’AbdulBarr, 

J�mi’ Bay�n ul-‘Ilm, vol.2, p.117 and Ibn ul-Qayyim I’l�m ul-Muwaqqi’een, vol.3, p.299 [also see the 

edit of Muhammad ’AbdusSal�m Ibr�heem published by D�r ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah in Beirut, vol.2, 

p.137]. 
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understanding explanations. So the Salafiyyeen make it binding upon this group – 

which comprises the majority of the ummah – to go with the evidences that are 

clear to him, and to avoid bigoted adherence to a single madhhab or scholar.107 

Hence we find that many of the classical scholars differentiated between ittib�’ and taqleed such 

as: Ibn Abi-’Izz from the Hanaf� jurists; Ibn Khuwayzmind�d, Ibn ’AbdulBarr and the choice of 

Muhammad Ameen ash-Shanq�t� from the M�lik�s; Ibn ul-Qayyim and others from the Hanbal�s 

and Ab� Sh�mah from the Sh�fi’�s (though Ab� Sh�mah was a Mujtahid in his own right).108 
�

107�Fundamentals of the Salafee Methodology, p.98-99�

108 It has been asserted by a variety of writers and commentators that this approach however was only 

initiated by Ibn Taymiyyah (rahimahull�h) and that prior to him there was no such emphasis on 

rejecting excessive taqleed. However, detailed study and research demonstrates that before Ibn 

Taymiyyah there were a number of scholars who had the same take on the excesses of taqleed. It is 

worth highlighting the role therefore of Im�m Ab� Sh�mah (rahimahull�h). Ab� Sh�mah was a 

Damascene Sh�fi’� scholar who was one of the Mujtahid scholars (according to his biographers) who 

emphasized returning to the Qur’�n and Sunnah; opposing bida’ and assertin ijtih�d for those 

qualified scholars. All of this was before Shaykh ul-Isl�m Taymiyyah who is erroneously held to be the 

“founder” of this Salaf� trend after the epoch of the Salaf. Ab� Sh�mah’s famous works include Kit�b 

ur-Rawdatayn f� Akhb�r id-Dawlatayn, Mukhtasar al-Mu’ammal fi’r-Radd il�’l-Amr il-Awwal, al-

Muhaqqaq min ’Ilm il-Us�l f�m� yata’allaq bi Af’�l ir-Ras�l, al-Murshid al-Wajeez il� ’Ul�m 

tata’allaqu bi’l-Kit�b il’Azeez.  

      In al-Mu’ammal Ab� Sh�mah had a chapter entitled ‘Section on the Obligation of Referring Back 

to the Qur’�n and Sunnah’ wherein he highlighted that the Revelatory Texts have to take precedence 

in solving disputes in the religion. He also made reference to the statements of the earlier Im�ms in 

regards to uncritical following of juristic views. Ab� Sh�mah also criticized his contemporaries for 

reliance on the later writings of Ab� Ish�q ash-Sh�r�z� (d. 1083 AH) and al-Ghaz�l� (d. 1111 AH), hence 

Ab� Sh�mah’s emphasis on ‘the first affair’ as opposed to the developments that transpired within 

later generations. Konrad Hirschler states in his paper on Ab� Sh�mah: 

Ab� Sh�ma’s position was certainly a minority one in his time, as for him the 

process of ijtih�d could never come to an end since no scholar could claim an 

authoritative status compared to the Quran and sunna. His position shows, 

contrary to the middle position discussed above, that ijtih�d in its classical sense 

had not entirely come to an end in later centuries. Ab� Sh�ma understood the 

term ijtih�d as a direct return to the revealed sources. Although he certainly 

advanced no claims to founding a new madhhab, he refused to accept that the 

later authorities, such as the founders of the madhhabs, had an all-embracing 

hegemonic position. 

Hirschler also states: 

Ab� Sh�ma, for example, delivered a sharp criticism of his period around what he 

perceived to be the mujtahid/muqallid dichotomy. 
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Ab� Dawood also stated that he heard Im�m Ahmad corroborate ittib�’.109 Whereas other Us�l�s 

such as al-B�qil�n�, al-Juwayn�, as-Samarqand�, an-Nasaf�, al-Jurj�n� and Im�m ash-Sh�tib� did not 

make such a differentiation. Im�m ash-Sh�tib� for example did not really differentiate in wording 

(as he used ittib�’ and taqleed interchangeably when he discussed the permitted form of taqleed) 

yet it is evident in his writings that he differentiated between a permitted form of taqleed and and 

impermissible type which ash-Sh�tib� describes as being that form of taqleed which involves 

ta’assub [bigoted fanaticism] even upon error – which is the main form which is evident today as 

a result of imposing the obligation of “following one of the Four Madhhabs”.110  

      In regards to a person following a Madhhab, then Im�m ash-Sh�tib� in his al-Muw�faq�t held 

it to be necessary for a Muqallid to adhere to a Madhhab so as to be free from following their 

own desires, self-interests and fiqh concessions. Im�m ash-Sh�tib� also viewed it to be 

inappropriate for a person to select views from different Madh�hib, rather the person should 

look at which Madhhab he wishes to follow. Hence, Im�m ash-Sh�tib� views it to be obligatory 

for a Muqallid to follow a specific Madhhab and stick to its well-known fiqh views so as not to 

follow their own desires and self-interests especially at times of weakness in deen and wara’. 

Those who also shared this view regarding the obligation of following a specific Madhhab 

included: al-Juwayn�,111 al-Har�s�,112 Ibn as-Sal�h inclined to this view,113 Ibn as-Subk� chose this 

view,114 as did al-Mahall�,115 al-Ans�r�116 and an-Nawaw� said: “this is the view of the companions 

�
See Konrad Hirschler, Pre-Eighteenth Century Traditions of Revivalism: Damascus in the Thirteenth 

Century (Bulletin of SOAS, vol.68, no.2, 2005), pp.202, 203.�
109 Mas�’il Im�m Ahmad: Riw�yat Ab� Dawood, p.368, no.1789 
110 For more on this refer to this research by a Professor from the College of Sharee’ah in Riyadh, Dr 

Waleed bin Fahd al-Wad’�n, al-Ijtih�d wa’t-Taqleed ’inda Im�m ash-Sh�tib� (Riyadh: D�r ut-

Tadmuriyyah, 1430 AH/2009 CE), vol.2, pp.706-710�

111 Al-Burh�n f� Us�l il-Fiqh (Egypt: D�r ul-Waf�’, 1412 AH, 3rd Edn., ed. ’Abdul’Adheem Mahm�d 

Deeb), vol.2, p.885. 
112 ’Uthm�n bin as-Sal�h ash-Shuhwarwaz�, Adab ul-Fatw� wa Shur�t il-Muft� wa Sifat ul-Mustaft� 

wa Ahk�mihi wa Kayfiyyat il-Fatw� wa’l-Istift�’ (Cairo: Maktabat al-Kh�naj�, 1413 AH, ed. Dr Rif’at 

Fawz� ’AbdulMuttalib), p.139; al-Majm�’ (KSA, D�r ’�lam ul-Kutub, 1412 AH), vol.1, p.93; al-Bahr ul-

Muheet f� Us�l il-Fiqh (Kuwait: Wiz�rat ul-Awq�f wa’sh-Shu’�n al-Isl�miyyah, 1410 AH, ed. Dr 

’AbdusSatt�r Ab� Ghuddah), vol.6, p.319; Muhammad bin Bah�dir az-Zarkash�, Tashneef ul-Mas�mi’ 

bi Jam’ il-Jaw�mi’ (Maktabat Qurtuba li-Bahth al-’Ilm� wa Ihy�’ ut-Tur�th al-Isl�m�, ed. Dr ’Abdull�h 

Rab�’ and Dr Sayyid ’Abdul’Azeez), vol.4, p.619. 
113Adab ul-Fatw�, p.140�

114 Jam’ ul-Jaw�mi’ ma’ Sharh al-Mahall� wa H�shiyat al-Ban�n�, vol.2, p.616 
115 Ibid. 
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[of the Sh�fi’� Madhhab].”117 This is also held by some of the Hanbal�s and was the choice of Ibn 

Hamd�n,118 Ibn Rajab119 and some of the later ones.120 However, the view regarding the 

obligation to follow one specific Madhhab was opposed by some of the Hanaf�s,121 some of the 

M�lik�s,122 most of the Sh�fi’�s,123 is the most famous of the two views with the Han�bilah and as 

a result it is the choice of most of them124 and is thus the position of the jamh�r of the ’Ulama.125 

The evidence of the majority is as follows: 

�
116 Gh�yat ul-Wus�l: Sharh Lubb ul-Us�l (Egypt: Sharikat Maktabat wa Matba’ah Mustaf� al-B�b� al-

Halab�, 1360 AH), p.152  
117 Rawdat ut-T�libeen, vol.8, p.101 
118 Sifat ul-Fatw� wa’l-Muft� wa’l-Mustaft� (Beirut: al-Maktab al-Isl�m�, ed. Im�m al-Alb�n�), pp.72-

82; al-Ins�f (Beirut: D�r ’�lam ul-Kutub, 1407 AH, ed. ’Im�duddeen Ahmad Haydar), vol.11, p.194; 

Sharh Kawkab al-Muneer, vol.4, p.576. 
119 Ar-Radd ’ala man Attaba’ Ghayr Madh�hib al-Arba’ (Makkah: D�r ’�lam ul-Faw�’id, 1418 AH, ed. 

Dr Waleed al-Fareed�n), pp.29-30. 
120 For example, Muhammad al-Khadr bin Sayyidi ash-Shanq�t� in his book Qam’ Ahl uz-Zaygh wa’l-

Ilh�d ’an at-Ta’n f� Taqleed A’immat ul-Ijtih�d (Cairo: al-Maktabah al-Azhariyyah li’t-Tur�th, 1415 

AH), p.76.  
121 See at-Tahreer ma’t-Taqreer wa’t-Tahbeer, vol.3, p.350; Fath ul-Ghaf�r, vol.3, p.42; Muhammad 

Ameen bin Mahm�d al-Bukh�r� [Ameer B�d Sh�h], Tayseer ut-Tahreer Sharh ’ala Kit�b it-Tahreer 

(Beirut: D�r ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, n.d.,), vol.4, p.253; ’Abdul’Ali Muhammad bin Nidh�muddeen al-

Ans�r� al-Luknow�, Faw�tih ur-Rahm�t bi Sharh Muslim ath-Thab�t f� Us�l il-Fiqh (Beirut: Copy 

from the Matba’ah al-Ameeriyyah in B�laq, 1325 AH), vol.2, p.406; Sulam ul-Wus�l, vol.4, p.618. 
122 ’Uthm�n bin ’Umar bin al-H�jib al-Kurd�, Mukhtasar al-Muntah� ma Sharh al-’Udad, vol.2, 

p.309; Ahmad bin Idrees al-Qar�f�, Sharh Tanqeeh ul-Fus�l f� Ikhtis�r il-Mahs�l fi’l-Us�l (Cairo: 

Maktabah al-Kulliyy�t al-Azhariyyah, ed. Taha ’AbdurRazz�q Sa’d), p.432; Ahmad bin Juzayy al-

Ghran�t�, Taqreeb ul-Wus�l il� ’Ilm il-Us�l (Cairo: Maktabat Ibn Taymiyyah and Jeddah: Maktabat 

ul-’Ilm, 1414 AH, ed. Muhammad al-Mukht�r bin Muhammad al-Ameen ash-Shanq�t�), p.447; al-

Bahr ul-Muheet, vol.6, p.319 and Nadthar ul-War�d ’ala Mar�q� as-Sa’�d (Jeddah: D�r ul-Man�rah, 

1415 AH, ed. Dr Muhammad Wuld Sayyidi Wuld Habeeb ash-Shanq�t�), vol.2, p.658. 
123 See Ahmad bin ’Ali bin Burh�n, al-Wus�l il� Us�l (Riyadh, KSA: Maktabat ul-Ma’�rif, 1403 AH, ed. 

Dr ’AbdulHameed Ab� Zin�d), vol.2, p.368; Rawdat ut-T�libeen, vol.8, p.101; Ibn Abi’l-’Izz, Qaw�’id 

ul-Ahk�m (Beirut: D�r ul-Ma’rifah), vol.2, p.135; Husayn bin Ahmad bin Q�w�n ash-Sh�fi’�, at-

Tahqeeq�t f� Sharh ul-Waraq�t (Beirut: D�r un-Naf�’is, 1419 AH, ed. Dr Shareef Sa’d bin ’Abdull�h 

bin Husayn), p.643; Sharh ul-’Udad, vol.2, p.309; al-Bahr ul-Muheet, vol.6, p.319 and ’Ali as-

Samh�d�, al-’Iqd ul-Fareed f� Ahk�m it-Taqleed (Manuscript copied from Maktabat ul-Haram al-

Madan�), vol.10, p.a-b. 
124 See Majm�’ al-Fat�w�, vol.20, p.209; Us�l Ibn Muflih (Riyadh, KSA: ’Ubayk�n), vol.4, p.1562; Ibn 

ul-Qayyim, I’l�m ul-Muwaqqi’een (Beirut: D�r ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1414 AH, ed. Muhammad 

’AbdusSal�m Ibr�heem), vol.4, p.201; al-Ins�f, vol.11, p.194; Law�mi’ ul-Bahiyyah, vol.2, p.465. 
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First: The Sah�bah used to allow a common person to seek rulings from some of them 

regarding an issue, and from others from them regarding other issues. It is not transmitted from 

any of the Companions that they expressed any objection to the common person doing that, so 

they had a consensus on this. Moreover, the Salaf of the Ummah did not obligate the common 

person to blindly follow any of them rather the common people would follow whoever they 

wished from the people of knowledge.126 

Second: None of the Four Im�ms obligated anyone to follow one specific person in all that he 

says. A consensus was therefore reached that it is not allowed to follow any man in every ruling 

that he issues, and that everyone can have their statement accepted or rejected except for the 

Prophet (sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam).127 Hence, while following a Madhhab is permitted it is not 

obligatory [w�jib] as the ‘traditional Islam’ Madhhab parochialists, like Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali, 

regularly suggest.    

 

In part 4 of the lecture, Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali states about Ahl ul-Hadeeth, the Salaf�s:  

“The problem with their way of thinking is that most of the people the attach 

themselves to, had Madhhabs except themselves! The only people that don’t have 

Madhhab are them!” 

Then Hasan an-N�b� al-Misr� [aka Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali] says: 

“There is no one that who can quote to us from the early generations that didn’t 

have a Madhhab. The only people that don’t are you...yet they’re telling other 

people that its w�jib for them to become scholars and come to their own 

conclusions, that’s why we have to be careful.” 

This is a classic straw man argument: that Salaf�s suggest that common people can issue rulings 

from their ownselves via scouring through printed versions of the Six Booksof hadeeth. The late 

Mauritanian Shaykh Muhammad al-Ameen ash-Shanq�t�128 (rahimahull�h) of Mauritania 

�
125 Us�l Ibn Muflih (Riyadh, KSA: ‘Ubayk�n), vol.4, p.1562; al-Ins�f. 
126 See Adab ul-Fatw�, p.139; Sifat ul-Fatw�, p.72; I’l�m ul-Muwaqqi’een, vol.4, p.201; al-Bahr ul-

Muheet, vol.6, p.319. 
127 Majm�’ al-Fat�w�, vol.20, p.209; I’l�m ul-Muwaqqi’een, vol.4, p.201; at-Taqreer wa’t-Tahreer, 

vol.3, p.350 and Tayseer ut-Tahreer, vol.4, p.253.�
128 Muhammad al-Ameen ibn Muhammad al-Jakn� ash-Shanq�t� (d. 1974 CE) a famous scholar and 

M�lik� jurist in his homeland, Mauritania. He taught tafseer in the Prophet’s Mosque in Madeenah 
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ad:  
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mentioned a valuable point his Qur’anic commentary, Adw�’ ul-Bay�n. He noted, in the tafseer of 

S�rah Muhamm

� :����� �� =�>?� 8���@�� :��AB�C� ��D E��A .��� ������� -'� ��#� '<D ">F�� =G �'<HC

 �� I� �� ��	 , ������� �� -'��� ��� :JD "K�(���� L�M �� &>? :�� 4�� �N�� O�P ����%

 :����� �� �N# 
� =�Q� ���� R� 6�S R� T'QP U��S# �� �N# �� O�	 ,� "8�Q 
� U��V

 8��PW� 8(XW� T�'2W E��Y '�� ">F�� =G �'<HC� 8Z[+�� -  R� =<\P - =<�� �N# O�	 =�D "

4(�9C� K�(�� L�M �� &>? :�� 4�� �N�� O�P T'2 6�� �'(]��.  

 �� ���N�� �[�P ��� 4���D _�` a[A b��	 ��� "L����� :���� -�� �� 4�C� ,���� �����D

 ��W "����# _�` L�c�9	 ��� 4�� �N�� O�P 7��� de��� "T�W� 8Z[+�� :�����8��� L�	 ,.  
As for the type of taqleed about which the later scholars differ with the companions 

and other from those generations whose excellence has been testified to, then it is 

the performing of taqleed of one particular scholar only, to the exclusion of other 

scholars. This type of taqleed is neither proven by the texts of the Book and the 

Sunnah, nor was it the view of any of the companions of All�h’s messenger 

(sallall�hu alayhi wassallam), nor anyone else from the first three generations 

whose excellence has been testified to. Likewise, it opposes the saying of the four 

Im�ms since none of them held the view that it was binding to adhere to the saying 

of a single person to the exclusion of all the other scholars. Rather, the taqleed of 

one particular scholar is an innovation of the fourth century AH. Whoever claims 

contrary to this should specify to us one man from the first three generations who 

obligated [people to follow] the Madhhab of one specific man, and he will not be 

able to bring that whatsoever because it did not happen at all.129 

This is a clear statement from Im�m ash-Shanq�t�, may All�h have mercy, on the error of 

obligating people to follow “one of the four Madhhabs”, which is the mantra of the 

�
and Us�l ul-Fiqh in Riy�dh and Madeenah. His books are used in the college of Sharee’ah in Saudi 

Arabia. The most notable of his works is Adw�’ ul-Bay�n. 
129 Muhammad al-Ameen ibn Muhammad al-Jakn� ash-Shanq�t� al-Maurit�n� al-M�lik� al-Afr�q�, 

Adw�’ ul-Bay�n f� �d�h al-Qur’�n bi’l-Qur’�n (Beirut: D�r Ihy� ut-Tur�th al-’Arab�, n.d.), vol. 5, p.92�
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contemporary ‘traditional Islam’ movement, to which Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali now belongs. Im�m 

Shanq�t� then says: 

We will mention here, by All�h’s Will, some statements from the people of 

knowledge showing the corruption of this type of taqleed and the proofs of those 

who champion it and its counter-argument. After that has all been elucidated we 

will clarify what is apparent to us with daleel which is the truth and the accurate 

view, by All�h’s Will. Im�m Ab� ’Umar bin ’AbdulBarr, may All�h have mercy on 

him, sated in his book J�mi’ Bay�n ul-’Ilm wa Fadlihi: ‘Chapter: The Fas�d of 

Taqleed and its Negation, and the Difference Between Taqleed and Ittib�’.’130 

Other examples from Islamic history demonstrating the futility of what Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali 

argues can be observed within the T�r�kh of Ibn al-Farid�, vol.2, p.652, biography no.1084 where 

it is stated:  

“With Muhammad ibn Wadd�h131 and Baqiyy’ ibn Makhlad, al-Andalus 

(Andalusia) became a D�r ul-Hadeeth [an Abode of Hadeeth].”132  

�
130 Ibid. 
131 Ibn Wadd�h (d. 287 AH/900 CE), a Muhaddith from Andalus, wrote a famous book on innovation 

entitled al-Bida’ wa Nahy ’anh� [Innovation and its Prohibition], it was printed on the following 

occasions:  

� Beirut: D�r ur-R�’id al-’Arab�, 1982 

� Cairo: D�r us-Saf�, 1411 AH/1990 CE, edited by Muhammad Ahmad Dahm�n. This edition 

can be downloaded here in pdf format Online: http://www.mediafire.com/?ayzhmmimy2z 

accessed Friday 16 July 2010.  

� Riyadh: D�r us-Sam�’�, 1416 AH/1996 CE, edited by Shaykh, Dr Badr bin ’Abdull�h al-Badr 

� Beirut: D�r ul-Kutub al-’Ilmiyyah, 1417 AH/1997 CE, edited by Muhammad Hasan Ism�’eel 
132 This has also been corroborated by European researchers, in following Ibn al-Farid�, such as Isabel 

Fierro in her paper “The Introduction of Hadith in al-Andalus (2nd/-3rdCenturies)” in Der Islam, 

Vol. 66, Issue 1, pp. 68–93. Also Fierro notes in her paper “Heresy in al-Andalus” in Salma Khadra 

Jayyusi and Manuela Marín (eds.), The Legacy of Muslim Spain (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994), p.895-909. 

Fierro notes on page 897: 

Until their time, fiqh (introduced, as noted above, in the second half of the 2nd/8th 

century) and hadith were seen as separate and different entities, and the scholars 

who introduced fiqh (mainly M�lik� fiqh) are not mentioned in the sources as 

traditionalists. The reception of hadith as a structured corpus of legal material, 

over and above the limited amount of hadith embedded in M�lik� works, aroused 

the opposition of the Andalus� M�lik�s because of the threat that this represented 

to their established doctrinal teachings and to existing legal practice in al-Andalus 

– an opposition which led to the accusation of zandaqa against Baq� ibn Makhlad, 
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Ibn ul-Farid� also states in his T�r�kh, vol.1, p.110, in regards to another scholar from Qurtuba 

[Cordova] Ab� ’Ali al-Hasan bin Razeen al-Kat�m� (d. 332 AH/945 CE):  

 

“He was one of the early ones from the Magh�ribah [North-West Africans] to take 

from Baqiyy’ ibn Makhlad. He travelled twice to the East and heard much in the 

way of hadeeth and had a vast amount of Shaykhs. He inclined towards 

investigation [of the Revelatory Texts] and he abandoned taqleed.”133 

Ibn Lub�bah stated about Baqiyy’ ibn Makhlad, as is found in al-Q�d� ’Iyy�d’s Tarteeb ul-Mad�rik, 

vol.4, p.239:  

As for Baqiyy’ then he was an ocean who used to perfect that which he relayed and 

he did not used to follow a Madhhab. He moved in accordance with the narrations 

and how they moved.  

Ibn Hazm in his treatise entitled Fadl ul-Andalus wa Dhikr Rij�lih� [The Virtue of Andalusia and a 

Mention of its Men], stated about Baqiyy’ on page 179:  

...and he would choose and not blindly follow anyone and he was of the elite of 

Im�m Ahmad, Ab� ’Abdill�h al-Bukh�r�, Muslim ibn Hajj�j, Ab� ’AbdirRahm�n 

an-Nas�’�, may All�h have mercy on them. 

This clearly demonstrates that from the very early history of Isl�m scholars of Ahl ul-Hadeeth 

who rejected taqleed were extant and that there is a clear precedent for the Salaf� approach from 

the classical scholars. It is neither an invention of early 20th century Egypt nor a new phenomena 
�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

who was, like Ibn Wadd�h, a traditionalist, but was also the introducer of Sh�fi’�’s 

works and an opponent of ahl ul-ra’y, whereas Ibn Wadd�h was and remained a 

M�lik� who tried to reconcile the positions of ahl al-ra’y and the ahl al-hadith. The 

amir Muhammad, however, supported Baq�, and, thanks to his intervention, the 

persecution of Baq� did not lead to his execution. The amir thus played the role of 

umpire between ahl al-ra’y and the ahl al-hadith, without, though, replacing the 

former by the latter, probably because he found it useful for his own policy to have 

the scholars divided.     
133 Dr ’Abdull�h Mur�bit at-Targh�, Fah�ris ’Ulama ul-Maghrib: Mundhu an-Nash�’ li� Nih�yat ul-

Qarn ath-Th�n� ’Ashara min al-Hijrah, Manhajiyatuha, Tatawwuruha, Qimatuha al-’Ilmiyah 

[Indexes of Moroccan Scholars: From the Initial Inception to the End of the 12th Hijr� Century; Their 

Method, Evolution and Their Academic Value]. Tetouan, Morocco: Mansh�r�t Kulliyyat ul-�d�b wa’l-

’Ul�m ul-Ins�niyyah (AbdulM�lik as-Sa’d� University), 1420 AH/1999 CE, p.109. 
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of the 1980s which has grown due to the proliferation of Gulf Arab petro-dollars, as some claim! 

Furthermore, the above works which we have mentioned here have been extant long before the 

eighteenth century, the early twentieth century or the 1980s. These sources have also been extant 

centuries before the proliferation of Gulf Arab Petro dollars and are extant in manuscript 

libraries, so there can be no issue of “tampering”. Moreover, these classical sources have neither 

been critically edited by those who could be classified as being “Salaf�s” nor have been printed 

and published by those who could be classified as Salaf�s. Finally, and importantly, these classical 

sources have not been printed and published in Saudi Arabia. 

      After 12 minutes into Part 7 of the talk which Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali conducted in Shah Jal�l 

Mosque in Loughborough in 2010, Abu Ja’far incorrectly relays the hadeeth of the Mujaddid and 

then states that the hadeeth is in Saheeh ul-J�mi’?! The hadeeth however is not in Saheeh ul-J�mi’ 

so why did he say that is in there? So instead of trying to impress audiences, if Abu Ja’far is not 

sure as the sources why does he mention anything in the first place, why not just say he is unsure 

of where the hadeeth is instead of just saying anything for show. The hadeeth is in Ab� Dawud 

and narrated by Ab� Hurayrah (radi All�hu ’anhu). 

      He claims in Part 5 of the talk, that there is a hadeeth in Bukh�r� specifying a particular point 

when the iq�mah is given when one should stand. Again, there is no such hadeeth, al-Bukh�r� 

relays in Kit�b ul-Adh�n that: ’Abdullaah ibn Ab� Qat�dah narrated that All�h’s Messenger 

(sallall�hu ’alayhi wassallam) said: “If the iq�mah is pronounced then do not stand for the prayer until you see 

me [in front of you].”   

 

 

CCLLAASSSSIICCAALL  HHAANNBBAALLII  SSCCHHOOLLAARRSS  WWHHOO  FFOOLLLLOOWWEEDD  TTHHEE  

EEVVIIDDEENNCCEESS  AANNDD  AABBAANNDDOONNEEDD  TTAAQQLLEEEEDD

�����������������������������������������������������������

  
Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali during his present Madhhab� and Ash’ar� phase would have us believe that 

he in some way exemplifies a Hanbal� approach and if we did not compile this study maybe he 

would have succeeded in duping many others that the Madhhab of Im�m Ahmad is indeed what 

he represents. However, upon closer inspection it is evident that Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali is also 

suffering from historical amnesia. For Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali is famed for his view that it is 

compulsory and totally obligatory for a Muslim to make taqleed of one of the four madhhabs 

and then anything else is heresy, deviation, error and even kufr!134 However, during the period of 

�
134 Listen here to Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s lecture at his book launch, he blindly relays views of scholars 

who made such statements without question, assessment or analysis. This in itself is blind following in 

its most vivid form! 
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the 6th and 7th Centuries AH, when Madhhab parochialism as set root within the Muslim world, 

and the views of the Mutakallimeen were blindly followed without assessment, verification or 

analysis. During this era the words of the ‘Four Im�ms’ had the same status as the Book and the 

Sunnah. 

 

ABU’L-KHATT�B AL-KALWADH�N� AL-BAGHD�D� [d. 510 AH/1116 

CE] 

He had ijtih�d�t in fiqh and Us�l and issued rulings contrary to the predominant Hanbal� 

Madhhab views.135 

 

ABU’L-WAF�’ IBN ’AQEEL AL-BAGHD�D� [d. 513 AH/1119 CE] 

He spoke often on the importance of referring back to the daleel and ijtih�d and said: “It is 

w�jib to follow the daleel and not Ahmad bin Hanbal.”136 However, his lack of familiarity 

with the narrations made his ijtih�d somewhat deficient and if he was more proficient in the 

narrations his ijtih�d would have been more accurate. He missed out from taking from the 

seniors of his era such as al-Khateeb al-Baghd�d� [d. 463 AH/1070 CE] and Ab� Nasr bin 

M�k�l� [d. 487 AH/1094 CE] and studied ’Ilm ul-Kal�m at the hands of the Mu’tazilah. He 

viewed taqleed as a sickness and highlighted that the Salaf did not stipulate such taqleed rigidity 

and that the Sah�bah relied upon the daleel over anything else. 

 

ABU’L-HASAN BIN AZ-Z�GH�N� AL-BAGHD�D� [d. 527 AH/1132 CE] 

He has ijtih�d views and rulings which differed from the predominant Hanbal� views, again 

indicating that the referred back to the daleel and not the mere Madhhab line.  

 

’AWNUDDEEN BIN HUBAYRAH AL-BAGHD�D� [d. 560 AH/1164 CE] 

He acknowledged following a Madhhab and permissible taqleed however he cautioned against 

those Muqallids who have the accurate proofs shown to them and then after that say: “yes but 

this is against our Madhhab”, out of fanatical taqleed of their Im�m. He viewed this as a type 

of taking an idol other than All�h.137 

 

�
See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ESMf2U9a3sg&feature=related �
135 See Ibn Rajab, Dhayl ’ala Tabaq�t il-Han�bilah, vol.1, p.147. 
136 Ibid., vol.1, p.143 
137 Ibid., vol.1, p.273 
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’ABDURRAHM�N IBN AL-JAWZ�  

Within his book Sayd ul-Kh�tir he has much in regards to fanatical blind following of scholars and 

likewise within it, and also Talbees Iblees, he notes that taqleed is censured in the Divine 

Legislation and can lead to misguidance and incorrect opinions, as a result he viewed that taqleed 

be avoided as much as possible.138 Ibn ul-Jawz� stated that most of the Muqallid�n hold in their 

hearts the personality of the one who they are following rather than the importance of 

understanding what he says – this is the source of misguidance. Rather, what should be traversed 

is investigating what he says and not the mere personality. Ibn ul-Jawz� however still held it 

permissible for a common person to make taqleed in fiqh yet censured it in Us�luddeen. Ibn ul-

Jawz� had his own fiqh choices which also differed from his contemporaries from the Han�bilah 

and their predominant views. 

 

AL-MUWAFFAQ IBN QUD�MAH AL-MAQDIS� [d. 620 AH/1223 CE] 

He reached the level of ijtih�d and Ibn Taymiyyah said about him: “No one in Sh�m after al-

Awz�’� was more knowledgable than Shaykh al-Muwaffaq.”139 Although he was ascribed to 

the Hanbal� Madhhab he followed the daleel and his ijtih�d�t and supported his Madhhab in so 

much as it agreed with the truth, he did not support his Madhhab which indicated that he was a 

Mujtahid and not a fanatical blind follower. For example, he held that it was allowed for the 

traveller to shorten his Sal�h without specifying the distance of travel, and this opposes what is 

apparent from the Hanbal� Madhhab,140 as the most accurate view according to them is the 

stipulation of a specific distance.141 Also from Ibn Qud�mah al-Maqdis�’s following of the daleel 

and not the view of the Hanbal� Madhhab is in the issue of the Im�m who has broken his wudu 

placing someone else from the congregation [from the first rows] to continue leading the Salah 

for the rest of the congregation and their prayer is valid. This opposes the most accurate view of 

the Hanbal� Madhhab who hold the invalidity of the prayer of the Im�m and the congregation. 
�

138 Sayd ul-Kh�tir, p.118; Talbees Iblees, p.94 
139 Ibn ul-’Im�d al-Hanbal�, Shadhar�t udh-Dhahab, vol.5, p.89; Ibn T�l�n, al-Qal�’id al-

Jawhariyyah vol.2, p.342. 
140 According to the Han�bilah and other jurists from the different Madh�hib, there is a condition of a 

long journey before the paryer can be shortened. 
141 See Ibn Qud�mah al-Maqdis�, al-Mughn� wa bi H�mishihi ash-Sharh al-Kabeer (Cairo: D�r ul-

Hadeeth, 1996, eds. Sharafuddeen Hatt�b and as-Sayyid Ahmad as-Sayyid), vol.2, p.546. 
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The daleel of al-Muwaffaq ibn Qud�mah was that when ’Umar ibn al-Khatt�b (radi All�hu ’anhu) 

was stabbed [by Abu Lu’lu al-M�j�s�], ’Umar took the hand of ’AbdurRahm�n ibn ’Awf for him 

to continue to lead the prayer for the rest of the congregation and no one from the Sah�bah 

condemned this action.142  

 

As a result of this, Dr All�l (Professor of Higher Studies in Literature and Humanities at the 

University of Algeria) concluded in his paper ’Ulama Han�bilah M�ras� al-Ijtih�d f� ’Asr it-Taqleed, 

Khil�l al-Qarnayn 6-7 AH [Hanbal� Scholars Who Practised Ijtih�d During the Era of Taqleed, 

Within the 6-7 Centuries After the Hijrah]: 

What we have mentioned clarifies to us the positions of the Hanbal� scholars 

towards taqleed and ijtih�d and that most of them did not incline towards the trend 

of Madhhab taqleed and rigid thinking, in fact they had a virtuous role in opposing 

this and calling to ijtih�d, which they themselves practised. They had their own 

fiqh choices which opposed the Hanbal� Madhhab and this was at times when 

many of the other scholars inclined towards taqleed such as Ab� ’Amru bin Sal�h 

and Muhyuddeen an-Nawaw� who both strongly defended and preserved taqleed 

and Madhhabism...143  

 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

�
142 Ibid., vol.2, p.332 
143 Dr Kh�lid Kabeer ’All�l, ’Ulama Han�bilah M�ras� al-Ijtih�d f� ’Asr it-Taqleed, Khil�l al-Qarnayn 

6-7 AH [Hanbal� Scholars Who Practised Ijtih�d During the Era of Taqleed, Within the 6-7 Centuries 

After the Hijrah].�
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AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  AALL--HHAANNBBAALLII  AANNDD  HHIISS  FFAAKKEE  ‘‘GGAANNGGSSTTAA  PPAASSTT’’  

FFAAIIRRYYTTAALLEESS!!  
In a lecture which he gave in Loughborough, and which can also be viewed on Youtube, Abu 

Ja’far al-Hanbali puts forth an elaborate story wherein he claims he was a part of the Crips gang 

of Los Angeles. Within the lecture [entitled ‘The Myth of a Gangster’s Paradise’] Abu Ja’far al-

Hanbali weaves an elaborate tale of events which places him firmly within the gang lifestyle. 

However, we have noted a number of discrepancies in his account: 

� It is very odd that only in 2010, after over ten years of being active in speaking and 

writing in the UK, Abu Ja’far has never ever publically (apart from one local newspaper 

article) addressed this issue of his past and has only risen to the occasion to discuss this 

now in 2010?! Surely if he wanted to utilise his past for da’wah purposes he would have 

discussed this many years prior. 

� It seems that Abu Ja’far is jumping on a bandwagon of the ‘ex-rapper’ ‘ex-gang member’ 

‘reality speaker’ persona. From whence Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali never made any public 

mention of this, for expediency he now conjures up the ‘American former gang member’ 

persona, all in order to garner more blind followers. 

� Some of the dates do not add up. For example, according to Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali’s own 

words from one of his blogs, he started practising in 1990. Abu Ja’far states on his blog 

on 6th June 2009: “I remember when I initially became committed to my faith 

again in 1990 AD and I was swirling in the ocean of Islam, knowing about 

Salvation, my Lord, My Prophet but not much else. It was through the 

Providence of Allah that I was shown some upright believers who helped 

guide me along the way. Since that day up until now, I have always felt that I 

owed the common believers the same favour that had been shown to me all 

those years ago.” 144 Yet in his Youtube lecture, The Myth of a Gangster’s Paradise, Abu 

Ja’far al-Hanbali states that he was still a gang member around 1992!? So which one is it 

then?! Was he committed to Islam in 1990 or running gangs?! What confusion. Abu 

Ja’far al-Hanbali states after five minutes and 35 seconds in Part 5 of his Youtube lecture 

������������������������������������������������������������
144 See here, accessed 28 September 2011: http://jurjis.wordpress.com/2009/06/06/hello-world/ 
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‘The Myth of a Gangster’s Paradise’, in regards to the 1991 LAPD beating of Rodney King: 

“Now we’re gang members and we’re angry about it, because we understand that 

the police are gonna beat on us, we know that...”145  

� Note that in all of the above lecture, not once does Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali mention 

anything about him embracing Islam [or becoming more devoted to Islam] during that 

period. In fact in Part 5 of the above talk Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali states that he began 

rethinking the gang lifestyle when he was at University. But the question is: was Abu 

Ja’far al-Hanbali part of any gangs anyway? Does he think that the Muslims in the UK 

are that naive do blindly accept what he says? The problem is that there is no way of 

independently verifying or denying Abu Ja’far’s claims about his gang affiliations. 

� In the above talk Abu Ja’far also says that while he was at university “I became a 

Muslim”. Hold on a minute though, he was born a Muslim anyway was he not?! Either 

this man suffers from acute amnesia or he is a pathological liar and charlatan, you 

choose! One thing is for sure, at the end of Part 5 of the above lecture, The Myth of a 

Gangster’s Paradise, Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali states: “The only true expert on gangs is a 

gang member and I was one of those. My life changed because eventually in 

university I started saying “what is this, I mean I say that I’m a Muslim, I say that 

I’m a believer, I say that I’m a Muslim but what is all this about” and I started 

rethinking everything and after that I repented to All�h sincerely and I became 

Muslim...it was like becoming Muslim over again, starting from scratch.” So let’s 

get this straight: he went to university while still being part of the Hoover Criminal Gang 

and the Crips?! In an article entitled ‘I Escaped Gangster Lifestyle, Now I Help City Kids’ on 

21 April 2007, in the Nottingham Evening Post, there is nothing about Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali 

embracing Islam, or become more serious about the religion, in 1990. Why? Not cool 

enough for the fake gangsta image?! One thing is for sure: we are not going to blindly 

follow Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali on the basis of his [fake] “gangsta” past and it does not 

impress us an iota anyway!  

 

 

�
145 See 5:35 here: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z5chk0xJelU&feature=BFa&list=PL75ABD50B176C65F8&lf=results_video  
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’’AABBDDUULLLL��HH  ’’AAZZZZ��MM  AADDDDEEDD  TTOO  AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  AALL--HHAANNBBAALLII’’SS  

‘‘LLIISSTT  OOFF  CCUULLTTIISSTTSS’’,,  WWIITTHH  LLOOOOKK  AATT  AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR’’SS  FFAALLSSEE  CCLLAAIIMM  

TTHHAATT  ’’AABBDDUULLLL��HH  ’’AAZZZZ��MM  WWAASS  MMUURRDDEERREEDD  BBYY  SSAALLAAFF��SS!!

�����������������������������������������������������������

  
Continuing in his fanaticism, and almost Torrets-esque repetition of the Salaf�s within his 

discourse, Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali proceeds in his injustice by accusing Salaf�s of murdering 

’Abdull�h ’Azz�m. Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali states on page 6, footnote 26 of his article The Thorny 

Issue of Heavenly Governance, part 1 of the ‘Our Failure is Our Loss’ series, dated Muharram/Safar 

1430 AH: 

d. 1409 AH (AD 1989). Soldier, Shafi`ii jurist, engineer and farmer, he was 

instrumental in supporting the cause of the Afgani people who were resisting the 

Russian government. He wrote 6 large works, four of which were dealing with the 

topic of contemporary warfare, new issues surrounding it and rulings regarding 

them and the imperative nature of armed resistance against colonial or idolatrous 

forces and culture. He was later, according to the personal testimony of his son and 

law and several other eyewitnesses, murdered by members of the Salaf� cult in 

Peshawar, Pakistan by a IED (Improvised Explosive Device) while driving with his 

family to the Jumu`ah prayer.146 
 There are a number of issues with this account as presented by Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali: 

� What we are again observing here is Abu Ja’far’s attempts to apply his new-found 

Madhhabism to those notables whom he was originally cultivated upon respecting when 

he was with the Takf�r�s and Qutbees. This has been seen prior when we witnessed Abu 

Ja’far praising and deeming as Orthodox authorities: Ibn Jibreen, ’Umar ’AbdurRahm�n 

and Hamood al-’Uql�. 

� Interestingly, Abu Ja’far has deemed ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m, may All�h have mercy on him, as 

being a Madhhab�!? Not only that, but Abu Ja’far has called him a “Sh�fi’� jurist”!? 

� Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali knows full well that Salaf�s, while disagreeing with some of 

’Abdull�h ’Azz�m’s conclusions and method,147 did not orchaestrate his killing. That 

�
146 http://www.htspub.com/1430issue1.pdf  
147 See what was noted by Shaykh, Dr ’AbdusSal�m as-Sihaym� here for example: 

http://Salaf�manhaj.com/pdf/Salaf�Manhaj_Abdull�hAzz�m.pdf  
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then, is an unjust division. Indeed, Abu Ja’far Hasan ibn ’Umar al-Hanbali himself wrote 

in his edit of the book by his “Shaykh in ij�zah” (!!) Ab� Hamza al-Misr� (!!) that 

Mossad killed him!?148  

This pattern from Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali, regarding ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m, can also be seen when 

Abu Ja’far totally denies that ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m had any knowledge-based link with the Salaf� 

scholars.149 Abdull�h ’Azz�m in his book F� Dhil�l Surat it-Tawbah stated about Im�m al-Alb�n�: 
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148 See page 230 here: 

http://www.islamicthinkers.com/index/files/books/aqeedah/Allahs%20Governance%20on%20Earth.pdf  
149 Im�m al-Alb�n� (rahimahull�h) in several instances, as found in Silsilat Hud� wa’n-N�r, stated 

that ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m inclined towards Salaf�yyah and used to study him however was a member of 

the Ikhwan ul-Muslimeen [Muslim Brotherhood].   
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...The fourth hadith that was reported by the noble Shaykh al-Alb�ni - I ask Allah to 

bless his life, and may All�h allow us to benefit from his knowledge - in truth, and 

in confirming that which is true and admitting that which is good, I am of those 

who studied at the hands of the Shaykh, and I benefited greatly from him in the 

areas of ’aqidah and researching texts - the authentic texts. Because of this, I 

shudder whenever I come across a weak hadith, as there is no way that I can place 

a weak hadith in any of my books. I cannot stand to do this! Subh�nAllah, I took 

from him - may All�h reward him - even if I differ from him in many of the fiqh 

opinions that he held. I do not agree with most of his fiqh opinions, as he held 

many strange positions. However, in terms of Hadith, then I do not think that 

there is a single man on this Earth who is more knowledgeable in hadith than him - 

our Shaykh, Shaykh al-Alb�n�. Likewise, ma Sha' All�h on his ’aqidah...And we add 

to this that he never befriended or compromised with the tawaghit, nor did he sell 

out on his religion, nor did he sell the verses of Allah for a small price. Yes, we 

differ with him in some of his opinions, and I do not accept many of his fiqh 

opinions. As for hadith, then if he tells me that this hadith is authentic, then I do 

not question it, yes. In truth, he is a Muhaddith; the most well-known living 

Muhaddith that we know of today, and All�h Knows best. However, this is not the 

reason that we love him or take from his knowledge of hadith. 

This book of his - Sahih al-Jami’ - does not leave my side most of the time; whether 

I am travelling or at home. I have a copy in my house, and I have a copy here (in 

the camp in Afghanistan). Sahih al-Jami’ as-Saghir is basically a mini-manual of 

hadith. I am saying that it is of the best of books after the Book of Allah, the 

Mighty and Majestic. Any hadith that might come to mind, you can open up this 

book and see if it is authentic or not. 

’Abdull�h ’Azzam also stated regarding Im�m Alb�n�, in the same book: 

;�� !
!iJ  �8a) -P4�� �0�1r Gk�� �%��?�� (� K�1Z k$��!�� �� S0� , Ty���  (� D!5� �L�

K8&�Z 2 8>) !_� \�>��� �
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...You have no idea how these Salaf�s served Islam greatly by freeing the minds 

from outrageous ideas. I admit that the gratitude is for Allah firstly and lastly. 

However, Shaykh Nasiruddin al-Alb�n� had a great effect on my thinking, in my 

beliefs, in clarifying my beliefs, in extracting the authentic texts, in researching. I 

cannot write a weak hadith in a single one of my books. So, I am Salaf� in my belief 

and thought... 

Im�m al-Alb�n� mentioned ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m in a number of gatherings and stated about 

’Abdull�h ’Azz�m: 

He was a man who All�h had brought much benefit with in Afghanist�n, Dr 

’Abdull�h ’Azz�m. He was the only hizb� who used to attend my sittings and he 

used to have a small notepad with him and a fine pen and whenever he would hear 

something of benefit from al-Alb�n� he would make note of it.150 

 

There are some points here to highlight: 

� The intellectual denial of Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali, for he has totally denied what ’Abdull�h 

’Azz�m, may All�h have mercy on him, himself said in his won words and writings about 

Salaf�yyah. 

� Abu Ja’far is selective in who praises, and peices together anyone who he wants so long 

as it agrees with his desires and even though it contradicts the reality. 

� Abu Ja’far’s denial of ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m being part of the Ikhwan ul-Muslimeen [Muslim 

Brotherhood], even though this was well known and ’Azz�m testified to that himself! 

� Abu Ja’far’s denial that ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m was influenced by, and took knowledge mainly 

from, the Salaf� Im�ms; as ’Azz�m testified to himself! 

������������������������������������������������������������
150� Shaykh ’Ali Hasan al-Halab� al-Athar�, Su’al�t ’Ali bin Hasan bin ’AbdulHameed al-Halab� al-

Athar� li’sh-Shaykhihi Im�m al-’All�mah al-Muhaddith al-Faqeeh Shaykh Muhammad N�siruddeen 

al-Alb�n� (rahimahull�h). Makkah al-Mukarramah, KSA: D�r ’Abdull�h B� Bakr Barak�t, 1430 

AH/2009 CE, First Edn., vol.1, p.268. 

�
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� The above quotes from ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m also refute those individuals, such as the 

Qutb�s and other armchair jihadists, who claim respect for ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m yet at the 

same time impugn Im�m al-Alb�nee for his creed and accuse him of irja. 

� Im�m al-Alb�n� corroborated that though ’Azz�m rigourously attended his lessons in 

’Amm�n, ’Azz�m boycotted al-Alb�n� based on a concerted and organised directive from 

the Jordanian branch of Ikhw�n ul-Muslimeen. This boycott was due to an allegation that 

Im�m al-Alb�n� had made takfeer of Sayyid Qutb. So ’Azz�m, in blindly following the 

orders of the Muslim Brotherhood and not verifying with Im�m al-Alb�n�, boycotted al-

Alb�n� and did not go to his classes. So ’Azz�m made al-Wal�’ wa’l-Bar�’ over Sayyid 

Qutb based on the orders of the Muslim Brotherhood, hardly ‘traditional Islam’ here is it 

Abu Ja’far?! In fact, ’Azz�m’s love of Sayyid Qutb to the extent that he boycotted Im�m 

Alb�n� over it, was something which Alb�n� rebuked ’Azz�m over even way after ’Azz�m 

had died. Im�m al-Alb�n� regarded ’Azz�m as being an oppressor [‘dh�lim’] for reneging 

on an agreement they both had that ’Azz�m would publish the fact that Im�m al-Alb�n� 

did not make takfeer of Sayyid Qutb, yet ’Azz�m, may All�h forgive him and have mercy 

on him, did not keep to his side of the agreement and in fact published several articles in 

the Ikhwani magazine al-Mujtama’ still reiterating that Alb�n� makes takfeer of Sayyid 

Qutb.151 What is clear and relevant to us in this study however is that Abu Ja’far al-

Hanbali is desperately trying to make out ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m to be something which he 

clearly was not: a ‘traditional Islam’ adherent who was ‘Hanbali’ in creed and Sh�fi’� in 

fiqh. The reality is that due to the Hizbiyyah to the Muslim Brotherhood, and taking bits 

from the Salaf� scholars, he would be more worthy of being added to Abu Ja’far’s list of 

cultists if Abu Ja’far wants to seriously categorise him! 

So the likes of Abu Ja’far and his followers claim that al-Alb�n� has no knowledge of hadeeth 

and has no authority or Ij�zah in hadeeth. Why then O Abu Ja’far would the likes of ’Abdull�h 

’Azzam praise Im�m al-Alb�n� in such a manner? Why then would ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m praise one 

who Abu Ja’far claims has no knowledge of hadith, yet be referred to as “the most well known 

living Muhaddith”? Does Abu Ja’far claim to be more knowledgeable than ’Azzam? Or does Abu 

�
151 For more on this refer to: http://www.themadkhalis.com/md/articles/vqtmh-sayyid-qutb-the-

doctrine-of-wahdat-ul-wujood-im�m-al-alb�nee-and-abdull�h-azz�m-part-1.cfm  

 

Also: 

http://www.themadkhalis.com/md/articles/hmoxm-sayyid-qutb-the-doctrine-of-wahdat-ul-wujood-

im�m-al-alb�nee-and-abdull�h-azz�m-part-2.cfm��
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Ja’far now deny this statement or now declare ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m to be a “cultist”!? Yet elsewhere 

Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali states about ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m:  

There is nothing to suggest (from the research done by HTS so far) that he is a 

cultist or believes in their theology. If one should read his works, one will find his 

creed in fine order and his other principles perfectly sound according to what can 

be accessed and read from his works directly.  

But after a detailed inspection, and better research based on ’Azz�m’s own published writings 

and words, you see ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m state the opposite of what Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali asserts! So 

what now? Will Abu Ja’far take back his words or will he now add the name of ’Abdull�h 

’Azzam to his ‘list of cultists’? The statements are nothing but a 2nd round knockout to the 

research of ‘Hanbali Text Society’. And if Alb�n� is, as Abu Ja’far claims, without knowledge and 

a layman then why did Shaykh Muhammad ibn Ibr�heem, the former Muft� of Saudi praise him 

also. Just for the record Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali says about Muhammad ibn Ibr�heem:  

“Considered by many to be a Shaikh ul-Islam for his time, this Hanbali faqih was 

one of the last of a by-gone age. He was educated in the age old kuttab institutions 

in the Arabian Peninsula and scaled the mountains of knowledge, arriving at their 

summit at the age of 26. Beset with difficulties of sight and occasional chest colds, 

he became one of the great Q�dis of the Peninsula and was a close confidant of 

Im�m Abdul Fatt�h Abul Ghudda RH. The Im�m had memorised hundreds, if not 

thousands of classical Islam texts by memory, not to mention the thousands of 

hadith that had filled his memory banks. He was the last Grand Mufti of Arabia to 

not be a cultist and one of those who dared to speak against the raging tide of 

secular man-made laws in his time.” 

Why then would Muhammad ibn Ibr�heem �li Shaykh say the following about Alb�n�:  

And he is the upholder of the Sunnah, a supporter of the truth and an opposition to 

the people of falsehood"?152 

Why would one who is described by Abu Ja’far himself as a “Shaykhul-Isl�m”, “Hanbali 

Faqih” and “a great Q�d�” say this about a person who has no knowledge in hadeeth? The 

answer is clear: because Alb�n� was the Muhaddith of this era and the scholars testified to that. 

These people were upon truth and were just with their comments and were like those who wish 

to cause confusion like Abu Ja’far and his followers who speak from their desires and want fame. 

’Abdull�h ’Azzam about Im�m Ibn B�z in his book F� Dhil�l Surat it-Tawbah: 

�
152 al-As�lah Journal, issue no.23, pp.76-77 
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“Ibn B�z, his intellect is Salaf�, and not Hizbi (group-oriented), he is not into a 

‘political-Salaf� party’. His intellect his Islamic, his heart is Islamic, his soul is 

Islamic, so he loves Islam wherever it may be, whether it is in the Ikhw�n or other 

than them.153 When the Jih�d in Syria appeared, he passed a fatwa in Saudi, that it 

is permissible to collect money and zak�h for the Muj�hideen in Syria, and this 

affected the relations between the two countries, the relation of Syria with Saudi… 

He heard that there is Jih�d in Afghanistan, he passed a Fatwa that Jih�d is Fardh 

’Ayn and he gave them money and so on. He heard that there are oppressed 

������������������������������������������������������������
153 However, Im�m Bin B�z did not endorse their methodology, as this statement may appear. 
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Muslims in certain part of this earth, so he passed a Fatwa against their ruler with 

that which he deserves through Isl�m. He is eager in seeking the pleasure of Allah 

and adhering to the Messenger – upon him be Sal�h and Sal�m…”  

’Abdull�h ’Azz�m also stated: 

.� B��� :���?�� (�0r�� �� �L� D!;Z BL� ��J �J� 	%< �
 ,.� B�+ : k *J S15� k [�� �&�

 �1<!� k�  �>+�!� , (�0r�� �+�!� ��� ���?�� (�0r�� 1<!� ��  �] ��� *L]���?�� , �L�

���� !a)� -P4�� 1%�Z *L� �t� ,61��� p�� . 

 “You know that I am from al-Ikhw�n al-Muslimeen… But by Allah! I do not 

equate to you a Mur�qib (the supervisor) nor a Murshid (lit. the guide – the leader 

of Ikhw�n al-Muslimeen). Indeed you are more beloved to me than the Murshid of 

al-Ikhw�n al-Muslimeen, and the Mur�qib of al-Ikhw�n al-Muslimeen, because I 

think that you have benefited Isl�m more than them…”  

’Azz�m also states: 

“… then I said to him: ‘Indeed you are more beloved to me than my father and my 

mother’ – and practically he is more beloved to me than my father and mother, 

why? Because I think that there is good in him, and there is sincerity and benefit 

for the Muslims. That is how we think of him, and we do not claim his piety in 

front of Allah. The entire mankind in general benefits from him…” 

’Abdull�h ’Azz�m said about Im�m Muhammad Ibn S�lih al-’Uthaymeen:  

As for the noble Shaykh Ibn Baz and Ibn ’Uthaymin, by Allah, I love them from the 

depths of my heart. I know their virtue in many of the affairs, especially Shaykh 

’Abdul’Azeez bin Baz. I mean, he had a long hand in many of the affairs of 

Islam...By Allah, the truth is that I love Shaykh ’Abdul’Azeez bin Baz more than I 

love my own mother and father, and this is what I said to him...154 

The above statements are the biggest indication that Hasan ibn ’Umar an-N�b� al-Misr� al-Amr�k� 

[despite redefining himself as “Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali”] is still upon the Madhhab of the Khaw�rij 

of the Era. The clearest proof of this is in his slander and denigration of Im�ms Alb�n�, Bin B�z 

and ’Uthaymeen; which Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali merely gained an “ij�zah” in (!!) from Ab� Hamza 

al-Misr�, who was well known for his defamation of Im�m Bin B�z up to Im�m Bin B�z’s death, 

�
154 Al-As’ilah wa’l-Ajwibah al-Jih�diyyah, p.95 
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may All�h have mercy on him. Such defamation of the scholars was not to be found in the 

writings of Shaykh ’Abdull�h ’Azz�m, may All�h forgive him and have mercy on him. 

 

  

AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  CCLLAAIIMMSS  TTHHAATT  TTHHEE  SSAALLAAFFIISS  AARREE  CCOOMMPPLLIICCIITT  IINN  

TTEERRRROORRIISSMM  AANNDD  TTAARRGGEETTTTEEDD  KKIILLLLIINNGGSS  OOFF  CCIIVVIILLIIAANNSS

�����������������������������������������������������������

  
In displaying his “Ij�zah” in lying against Salafis (!!) which he obtained from the Takf�r� 

intelligentsia, Abu Ja’far states the Salaf�s are the ones that commit: 

Targeted attacks on populations with the deliberate aim of specifically killing non-

combatants in large numbers, such as those recent attacks in Bali, France, the 

devastation of synagogues in Tunisia and Morocco and Turkey as well as whole 

scale murder of civilians in Algeria.155 

It is important for us to look at the efforts of the bona-fide Islamic scholars of the Salafi 

tradition in opposing extremist ideologies which have been responsible for the misconceptions 

about Isl�m today. The Salafi scholars have been the most vocal in their condemnations from 

the mid-1990s when many people had not even heard of the likes of Bin L�din!156 The former 

Mufti of Saudi Arabia, Im�m ’Abdul’Azeez ibn ’Abdull�h ibn B�z (rahimahull�h) one of the main 

Salafi scholars, stated in the late 1990s in regards to Us�mah Bin L�din, Muhammad al-Mas’ari 

and Sa’d al-Faqeeh:  

These publications from al-Faqeeh, al-Mas’ari or other callers to evil, b�til 

(falsehood) and division must be totally destroyed and no lenience should be 

shown to them. It is incumbent to advise and guide them to the truth and warn 

them from this b�til. It is not permissible for anyone to co-operate with them in 

this evil, they must be advised and referred back to (true) guidance. And leave this 

b�til. And my advice to al-Mas’ari, al-Faqeeh, Ibn L�din and all who traverse their 

way is that they leave off this dangerous path, to fear All�h and be warned of His 

�
155 http://idawah.co.uk/a/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=29&Itemid=59  
156 This is important to highlight as there is no doubt that the increased Western interest, attacks, 

accusations, investigations, reports etc into Isl�m of late has been due to the horrific 9/11 attack which 

Bin L�din has been accused of sanctioning and authorising, along with other attacks that have taken 

place in Europe or against Europeans abroad.  
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Wrath and Anger, to return back to (true) guidance, to repent to All�h from they 

have done before.157  

Im�m Bin B�z (rahimahull�h) also stated this in the Arabic newspaper al-Muslimoon and also 

reported in ash-Sharq al-Awsat, on 9 Jumad� al-Ul� 1417 AH corresponding to 21 September 

1996 CE. It can be heard in audio here where Im�m Bin B�z (rahimahull�h) further emphasises 

that no co-operation should be made with the likes of Us�mah Bin L�din due to their harms for 

safety and security, this was way before any foolish ‘investigative report’ or ‘think tank into 

global tolerance’ even cared about the likes of Bin Ladin.158 Im�m Bin B�z also stated: 

From that which is known to anyone who has the slightest bit of common sense, is 

that hijacking airplanes and kidnapping children and the like are extremely great 

crimes the world over. Their evil effects are far and wide, as is the great harm and 

inconvenience caused to the innocent; the total effect of which none can 

comprehend except All�h. Likewise, from that which is known is that these crimes 

are not specific to any particular country over and above another country, nor any 

specific group over and above another group; rather, it encompasses the whole 

world. There is no doubt about the effect of these crimes; so it is obligatory upon 

the governments and those responsible from amongst the scholars and others to 

afford these issues great concern, and to exert themselves as much as possible in 

ending this evil.159 

Im�m Bin B�z (raheemahull�h) also stated with regards to the terror attack in Riyadh in 1416 

AH/1995 CE that: 

There is no doubt that this incident is great evil which is based upon causing major 

corruption, major evil and serious transgression. And there is no doubt that this 

incident can only be done by one who does not believe in All�h or in the Last Day, 

with correct and sound faith, performing such a criminal and filthy act which has 

brought about great harms and corruption. Only those with filthy souls filled with 

hatred, envy, evil and corruption, and devoid of (sound and correct) faith, would do 

the likes of such actions. We ask All�h for well-being and safety and to help the 

people in authority in all that will affect those people because their crime is severe 

������������������������������������������������������������
157 ‘Abdul’Azeez bin ’Abdull�h bin ’AbdurRahm�n bin B�z, Majm�’ Fat�w� wa Maq�l�t 

Mutanawwi’ah (Buraydah, Saudi: D�r Asd�’ al-Mujtama’, 1421 AH/2000 CE, Third Edition), vol.9, 

p.100 

158 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_Khd3kfjA4  
159 Kayfa Nu'�lij W�qi'un al-Aleem pp. 113, 114�
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and their corruption is huge. There is no power or movement exept with All�h! 

How can a believer or a Muslim perform such a serious crime which is based upon 

such huge transgression, corruption and destroying lives and injuring others 

without due right? 

He further stated: 

I exhort all who know anything about these (terrorists) to convey that info to the 

relevant people. It is upon all who know about their condition and about them 

should convey that about them, because this is from the avenue of co-operation in 

order to prevent sin and transgression and in order to secure safety of the people 

from evil, sin and transgression; and to establish justice from the transgressions of 

those oppressors…There is no doubt that this is from the greatest of crimes and 

corruptions on the earth and those who commit such actions are more deserving to 

be killed and restrained due to the heinous crime that they have committed. We ask 

All�h that He makes them fail and that He shackles them and their likes and that 

He saves us from their evil and the evil of those like them and that He totally 

destroys their plots, indeed He is Lofty and Majestic, Generous and Kind.160    

Shaykh ’AbdulM�lik ar-Ramadani al-Jaz�’iri, an Algerian Salafi scholar, stated about the Algerian 

Takfeeree group known as the ‘Salafi Group for Da’wah and Combat’: 

How can, with all of this, making permissible the blood of the police and killing 

them, be clean (i.e. permitted)? Then they live on stolen monies which have been 

ransacked from people by force and they kill Muslim soldiers…As a result, we do 

not however absolve ourselves from ‘Salafiyyah’ as it is the truth, yet we absolve 

ourselves for All�h from the ‘Salafist Group for Dawah and Combat’ and from all 

those who grasp weapons today in our country against the system or the people. I 

say this so that the creation know that the ascription of those revolutionary groups 

(i.e. the GSPC) to Salafiyyah is a distortion of Salafiyyah, just as how ascribing 

deviant Muslims to Islam is also a distortion of Islam, blocking the true path of 

All�h and causing people to flee from the victorious ones (firqat un-N�jiyah). 

�
160 ‘Abdul’Azeez bin ’Abdull�h bin ’AbdurRahm�n bin B�z, Majm�’ Fat�w� wa M�q�l�t 

Mutanawwi’ah (Buraydah, Saudi: D�r Asd�’ al-Mujtama’, 1421 AH/2000 CE, Third Edition), vol.9, 

pp.253-255 
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However, Salafiyyah is Salafiyyah, just as Isl�m is Isl�m, even though it is distorted 

by the deviants.161  

Shaykh ’Al� Hasan al-Halab� al-Athar�, a student of the Mujaddid of these times Im�m al-Alb�n�, 

stated in his definition of Salaf�yyah: 

I will present example of this with three types of people who utilize the term 

(“Salafi”) without due right: 

FFiirrsstt

�����������������������������������������������������������

:: Whoever ascribes to Salafiyyah (Salafism) methodologies which oppose what 

the ’Ulama and seniors of the Salafi da’wah traverse, not to mention oppose their 

proofs and evidences. Such as some of the violent armed groups in Algeria and the 

likes. I wish to suffix that the reason for those (violent armed) people falsely 

ascribing themselves to Salafiyyah is only due to the fact that they want to 

distinguish themselves from other older partisan groups present, such as Ikhw�n 

ul-Muslimeem [the Muslim Brotherhood], Hizb ut-Tahreer and others. The 

evidence of this is: many of them changed their ascriptions and their skins as soon 

as they had the opportunity to! Another point to mention is that: Salafiyyah is not a 

hizb (partisan political group) that has a legislative structure which is difficult to 

penetrate, rather it is an academic and proselytising methodology...162 

Shaykh, Dr ’AbdusSal�m bin S�lim bin Raj�’ as-Sihaym� (Associate Professor at the Department of 

Fiqh in the Sharee’ah College, the Islamic University of Madeenah) stated in his book Kun Salafiyyan 

’ala’l-J�dah [Be a Serious Salafi ], after mentioning the words of King ’Abdul’Azeez �li-Sa’ud: 

These are precious words which exemplify the correct meaning of Salafiyyah which 

in itself exemplifies the correct Isl�m. In these days Isl�m generally and the 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia163 along with the da’wah Salafiyyah specifically164, have 

�
161 Shaykh ‘AbdulM�lik bin Ahmad bin al-Mub�rak Ramad�n� al-Jaz�’ir�, Fat�w� al-’Ulam� al-Ak�bir 

fim� Uhdira min Dim� fi’l-Jaz�’ir [The Legal Verdicts of the Senior Scholars Regarding the 

Bloodshed in Algeria] - (Cairo: D�r Im�m Ahmad, 1426 AH/2005 CE), pp.16-17.  
162 Al� bin Hasan bin ’Al� bin ’Abdul-Ham�d al-Halab� al-Athar�, as-Salafiyyatu, lim�dh�? Ma’�dhan 

wa Mal�dhan: Abh�thun wa Maqal�tun wa Haq�’iq wa Bayyin�t wa Radd ‘ala Shubuh�t – [Why 

Salafism as a Refuge and Safe-Haven? A response to the doubts]. Amman, Jordan: D�r ul-Athariyyah, 

2008, pp.76-77.�
163 Due to it applying the Sharee’ah. 

Like for example, Mark Silverburg, who is a US attorney and a listed author of the ‘Ariel Center for 

Policy Research’ in Israel. In his book The Quartermasters of Terror: Saudi Arabia and the Global 

Islamic Jihad (Wyndham Hill Press, 2005) he claims Saudi Arabia has “spent 87 billion dollars 

over the past twenty-five years to finance the propagation of Islamic extremism”!! 

Silverburg states, in a clear demonstration ignorance of the topic: “To this day, no major Muslim 
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bore the brunt of falsehood, oppression, confusion and things which are not the 

reality. This has been due to some politicians and Western writers who hate Isl�m 

and those who promote the Zionists and their views and agree with their 

oppression and falsehood and have thus been influenced by them in certain 

countries. This is even though the Da’wah Salafiyyah is the furthest from takfeer 

(to brand a Muslim as an disbeliever), tabdee (to brand a Muslim as an innovator) 

and tafseeq (to brand a Muslim as a sinner) without evidence, it is also the furthest 

from extremism and fanaticism. Yet this blessed da’wah has been associated with 

things which are not from it and it has been ascribed to things which are not from 

its manhaj which all distorts it beauty and reality. One of the most glaring factors 

for this is: the existence of contemporary partisan Islamic groups affected by the 

Khaw�rij ideology and their well-known leaders agreed with a few things from the 

Salafi manhaj in some matters.165 Indeed, some of them even spoke in the name of 

Salafiyyah when the reality is that they were not from it and this confused many 

people and the reality was hidden from them as they thought that these groups 

were Salafi or “Wahhabi” as some of them named it. What is really strange is that 

some of these partisan Islamic groups named themselves “Salafi Jihadis”, yet how 

can they be Salafi when they oppose its ’aqeedah and manhaj?! The reality however 

is in the application and meanings not in mere terms and names and as a result it 

is a must to bring attention to this confusion and misguidance which is present in 

the Islamic world today.166     

After the London bombings, Mushtak Parker and P.K. Abdul Ghafour reported in an article in 

the Arab News dated: Saturday 9 July 2005 that:  

Grand Mufti and Others Denounce London Bombings  

�
cleric or religious body has ever issued a fatwa condemning Osama bin Laden.” Even 

though Im�m ’Abdul’Azeez Bin B�z (rahimahull�h) issued one in the 1990s which have referred to in 

this chapter.  

Dore Gold’s Hatred's Kingdom: How Saudi Arabia Supports the New Global Terrorism (Washington 

D.C: Regnery, 2003), is in the same vein.   
164 Due to it exemplifying the correct understanding of Isl�m. 
165 Even though they differed with most of the Salafi manhaj and ’aqeedah. 
166 From Shaykh ’AbdusSal�m bin S�lim bin Raj�’ as-Suhaym� (Associate Professor in the Department 

of Fiqh, College of Sharee’ah, Islamic University of Madeenah), Kun Salafiyyan ’al�’l-J�dah! [Be a 

Serious Salafi!]. Cairo: D�r ul-Manhaj, 1426 AH/2005). With introductions by Shaykh ’Ali bin 

Muhammad bin N�sir al-Faq�h� and Shaykh ’Ubayd bin ’Abdull�h al-J�bir�. 
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The Kingdom’s grand mufti yesterday strongly denounced the deadly blasts that 

rocked London, saying Islam strictly prohibits the killing of innocent people. He 

also censured the terrorists for tarnishing the image of Islam by attaching their 

heinous crimes to the religion. The explosions that ripped through central 

London’s transport system on Thursday, “targeting peaceful people, are not 

condoned by Islam, and are indeed prohibited by our religion,” Sheikh Abdul Aziz 

Al-Asheikh said in a statement carried by the Saudi Press Agency. “Attributing to 

Islam acts of individual or collective killings, bombings, destruction of properties 

and the terrorizing of peaceful people is unfair, because they are alien to the divine 

religion,” said the mufti, who also heads the Council of Senior Islamic Scholars, 

Saudi Arabia’s highest religious authority. “Islam is a religion of reforms and 

righteousness. It envisages the progress of humanity and takes it from darkness to 

light. It also calls for respecting agreements and prohibits their violation,” the 

mufti said referring to accords binding governments. “Causing corruption on earth 

is one of the biggest crimes in Islam,” he explained. Sheikh Abdul Mohsen al-

Obaikan, a senior Saudi scholar and a Shoura member, said there was no 

justification, whatsoever, for the killing of innocent people. Speaking to MBC 

television, he urged all members of the Muslim community in Britain to cooperate 

with British authorities in tracking down the criminals behind the attacks. 

As a result of the Salafi tradition, which is also followed by the scholars of Saudi Arabia for 

example, Dr Natana DeLong Bas states in her book Wahhabi Islam – From Revival and Reform to 

Global Jihad: 

 “The militant Islam of Osama bin Laden does not have its origins in the teachings 

of Ibn Abd al-Wahhab and is not representative of Wahhabi Islam…”167  

Hence, even Hamza Yusuf, who Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali mimics and admires, stated in an 

interview with Riz Khan on al-Jazeera English on 13 June 2007: 

“First of all, I definitely am not a Wahhabi. I wasn’t trained in that school. I don’t like 

Wahhabism; but I have to be fair and this kind of blanket attack on the Wahhabis as 

being the source of all evil in the world – I don’t buy that kind of black and white 

cartoon scenario of reality. First of all, people should remember that the Wahhabi 

’Ulama (scholars) have consistently condemned terrorism, suicide bombing; and 

Shaykh Bin B�z of Saudi Arabia, years ago before it was popular, was one of the 

������������������������������������������������������������
167 Natana DeLong Bas, Wahhabi Islam: From Revival and Reform to Global Jihad (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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few voices in the Muslim world that was condemning terrorism and particularly 

suicide bombing irrespective of where it was, because many of the scholars I think 

waffle on this issue and they’ll be against suicide bombing for instance in America 

or in Great Britain and they’ll condemn 7/7 or 9/11, but they won’t condemn 

suicide bombing in Palestine. Whereas the Saudi ’Ulama have consistently 

opposed that, so I don’t think that it’s fair to do that.  

      The problem with Wahhabism is when you get a political revolutionary 

ideology combined with Wahhabism – that’s a quite frightening partnership there 

and I think that’s what happened, but a lot of these so-called Wahhabis that are out 

there doing whatever nefarious deeds they’re doing, then these people are actually 

anathematised by the Saudi scholars and I think that the Saudi government has 

consistently been against terrorism. I mean I don’t like the brand of Islam 

particularly they’re spreading but you have to be fair to people.”  

There are a number of points to append to this statement of Hamza Yusuf as it combines 

between both what is true and what is false. From the false aspects of this statement is:  

� His use of the simplistic words “Wahhabi” and “Wahhabism” without even defining 

what it is. He is regurgitating the simplistic colonial terminologies that were used by the 

British in India.  

� It is not really a sign of tolerance to state that one “does not like” a thing when one does 

not even know what it is. Hence, for Hamza Yusuf to say: “I don’t like Wahhabism”, is 

odd as he has not even defined what it is he does not like.  

From the correct statements that Hamza Yusuf mentioned here were:  

� The simplistic attack on Saudi Arabia and its scholars as being the source of the 

contemporary terrorist agenda. 

� That the Saudi scholars have consistently condemned terrorism and those who call to it.  

� That Im�m Bin B�z warned against and condemned terrorism before it became a fashion 

trend among Muslims to do so.  

� That Im�m Bin B�z had a consistent methodology which did not change from country to 

country. So whereas some condemn 9/11 and 7/7 they will not condemn suicide 

bombings in Palestine and other places in the Muslim world. 

� That “so-called Wahhabis” who have incorporated a political-revolutionary ideology into 

their credo are rejected by the prominent and established Saudi scholars. 

When Abu Ja’far Hasan bin ’Umar al-Hanbali was notified via email regarding his new mentor’s 

[Hamza Yusuf] comments, Hasan replied [email dated: Thursday 5th March 2009]: 
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“Hamzah Yusuf is neither a Qadi nor authority returned to for me so the quoting of 

him as a source would not render any reaction...” 
This deceptive and pompous answer from Hasan [Abu Ja’far al-Hanbali] not only demonstrates a 

lack of sincerity but also utter disrespect for his own mentor, Hamza Yusuf, from whom Abu 

Ja’far has learnt so much from whilst in his ‘traditional Islam’ phase; yet another example of Abu 

Ja’far al-Hanbali’s intellectual denial. There is no doubt that Abu Ja’far has only become aware of 

Bin Bayyah, Mur�bit ul-Hajj and others via Hamza Yusuf yet when Hamza Yusuf says a just 

word about the Saudi scholars Abu Ja’far denies it like a guilty schoolboy denying he has done 

any wrong.   

 

It is thus necessary for people to judge affairs on a knowledge-based perspective if they wish to 

be seen as accurate and fair. What must be avoided is for blame to be levelled against those who 

are innocent; on the contrary tirelessly worked for decades towards the eradication of extremism 

within the Muslim community. 
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AASSSSOORRTTEEDD  SSAAMMPPLLEESS  OOFF  CCOONNFFUUSSIIOONN  CCOOUURRTTEESSYY  OOFF  TTHHEE  

‘‘HHAANNBBAALLII  TTEEXXTT  SSOOCCIIEETTYY’’  WWEEBBSSIITTEE  AANNDD  TTHHEE  ““DDIIYY  

SSCCHHOOLLAARRSSHHIIPP””  OOFF  AABBUU  JJAA’’FFAARR  AALL--HHAANNBBAALLII  
Here we go: 
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CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN  
There is a whole plethora of further details which could be mentioned, such as Abu Ja’far’s 

confusion regarding Tasawwul, which itself needs a separate critique, so we will suffice for the 

meantime with what we have here – which should be sufficient in demonstrating the deception, 

chicanery and denial of this man. 

 

 


